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ABSTRACT

This work began in reflection upon the form of tourism in Ubud: in which
rapid economic change and profound culnrral conservatism appear combined in
unlikely symbiotic relationship. It became, in the field, a set of parallel enquiries
into tourism, economics, politics, ritual, spatial organisation and history linking
Libud with wider local, regional and global processes.

My provisional argument goes something like this. The economic
development associated with tourism has resulted in t-Ibud not in a wholesale
replacement of the forms of traditional culnrre with those of international capitalist
culture but instead with conservation, development and intensification of aspects of
traditional culture. Tourism is in fact built upon the marketing of an image of
traditional culture consisting primarily of the performing and plastic arts and an
aesthetic of village life combining agriculnrral production and ritual activity.

In practice tourism has transforrred the economic foundations of this way of
life from dependence upon agricultural production to dependence upon a whole new
sector providing goods and services to tourists. This transformation has had varied
effects upon the components of the marketing image. One the one hand it has made
possible profitable commoditisation of traditional arts but on the other it has
marginalised the agricultural sector in a number of ways. The relationship berween
tourism and ritual activity is less direct. While people have resisted direct
commodification of ritual, they recognise its role as a tourist attraction. Ritual
practices and the temples in which they take place have however been the subject of
massive redevelopment. While the forms of these are traditional, their content is
linked to tourism in more complex ways.

This process has not been ad-hoc but has been the zubject of de-facto
management by various parties including the traditional aristocracy, foreign
expatriates, government and an emerging middle class. This management has been
enabled and limited by access of the various parties to key resources including
English language, land, cultural knowledge, investrrent capital and government
contacts.

This thesis does not report on all of this but represents in effect a report upon
work in progrcss, providing a broad overview and the fust stage of what is now seen
as an ongoing research project. It is presented as a series of linked sections designed
to be read at three levels: 1. as stand-alone contributions to various zub-fields of Bali
studies, 2. as a set of relationships between these sections which contribute to the
argument outlined above and 3. as the outline of a larger research project linking
ubud into processes of wider geographical compass and historical depth.

It begins with description of contemporary Ubud, the transformation of its
economy and a brief history of tourism. The relationship berween ritual and
economy is discussed both in general terms and ethnographic detail to provide insight
into the context of culnrral ideas in which tourist development has taken place. The
spatial organisation of ritual reveals patterns of cultural order and political influence
requiring historical analysis which in turn focuses attention on the role of the
fraditional aristocracy and changing pattems of control over land and labour as key
factors in understanding the contemporary sinration.

Keywords: anthropology, Bali, economy, history, Indonesia, rinral, tourism
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PREFACE

Faced with the task of excavating the intellectual archaeology of her own
dissertation, Anne Stoler made the wry reflection that:

Most scholarship, I suqpect, starts out with a cluttered assorment of personal, empirical
and theoretical baggage... (Stoler 1985:vii)

The significance of this observation has, to my mind been somewhat
underestimated in anthropology and while the responsibility for tidying up this
particular clutter is mine alone, the story of its tidying and particularly my debts to
its principal characters form an inseparable part of the work.

Its origins lie in an M.Phil. thesis intended to lay to rest once and for all an
on-offdalliance with both anthropology and Southeast Asia over a couple of decades.
I did the job too well however and vigourous encouragement from a number of
friends, especially Max Rimoldi and the offer of a Post-Graduate Scholarship from
the University of Auckland at a time of underemployment did the rest. The choice
of Bali was a compromise between a preference to work in India and the counsel of
common-sense not to work overseas at all. Ubud was a place remembered with
nostalgia from youthful travels lnL977 and with concern from a return visit in 1988.

Despite the ever-patient labours of kmbaga Ilmu Pengatahuan Indonesia in
arranging the necessary permits, I had reason to doubt this choice during the long
months of waiting for these to arrive and it was the timely intervention of Professor
Jim Fox which got them to me a few hours before deparhre. Once in Indonesia the
various offices required to process my papers in Jakarta, Denpasar, Gianyar and
Ubud did so with a courtesy and promptness which belie their reputations in some
quarters. My sponsor in Indonesia, Dr. Nyoman Erewan of Fakultas Ekonomi,
Universitas Udayana, with his family, like many other Balinese, consistently
exemplified a generosity which defies anthropological notions of the expectation of
reciprocity hidden in gifts.

My family had the good fornrne in Ubud to find itself under the benign
patronage of the late Gusti Made Sumung, son of the great artist I"empad, associate
of walter Spies, secretary to Jane Belo, employee of Margaret Mead and Gregory
Bateson, consummate practitioner of the art of rice-growing , sedalan of the subaks
uphill of Ubud and friend and advisor to many foreigners before me. It was through
him that I learnt my bearings in both the physical and cultural landscapes of this part
of Bali. I was privileged to be the last of his long line of foreign friends and my
role during his final sickness and zubsequent cremation was played with an
awareness that I was acting on behalf of them all. To his family he is still present
in a temporary shrine in their house and to me in the place he beEreathed to me in
that family. The house of hrri kmpad is headed now by his eldest son Gusti hrtu
Gede and when I was not accompanied by my own family I was taken in without
question by the household of one of its sons, Gusti Kenrt Alit. This family shared
with me whatever they had and my debt to them is evident in descriptions of
household offerings and numerous other anonymous observations. The chapter
entitled Ritual and Space is dedicated to the memory of Gusti Sumung.

The community in which I lived, Banjar Taman Klod, although less



frequented by tourists than most others in LJbud hzs ssmsthing of a tradition of
resident foreigners with more than a passing interest in matters Balinese. Once my
purposes became apparent I was received with warmth and hospitality and my
incompetence and ignorance were treated with good-humoured and courteous
instnrction which leave me regretting only that I have so little to offer in renun.
Among them a few names stand out for special mention: the community leaders
including the klian banjar Gusti Putu Darma, bendesa adat Gusti hrnr Gati, his
deputy Gusti Punr Gara, the pemangku Gnsti Ngurah, my gutu in maffers of
agriculnual technology Gusti Putu Widia, and zuch friends as Gusti Putu Dirga,
Gusti Made Kamar, Gusti Putu Purna and Gusti hrtu Bagus.

Much of my knowledge of Ubud was derived from seemingly casual and
often humorous conversations with dozens, probably hundreds of people, on the
streets in markets, wantngs, ricefields, temples and in their homes. Among those
I remember, a few names stand out: Wayan Lungsur, head of the ljbud subalcs and
former sedahan, Ketut Teler, another former sedalmn and amateur historian,
merchant-warrior of the old school Pak Ketut Ceku, entrepreneurs of more modern
ilk Nyoman Purpa, Nyoman Sarma, and art collector Pande Suteja Neka,
restaurateurs Ibus Candri and Satri, small traders of the market, Ni Nyoman Susun,
Anak Agung Anom, former perbekel of Ubud A.A. Rai Gug as well as the present
lurah and heads of banjar and assorted others including Nyoman Bahula, Wayan
Darta, Nyoman Suradnya. In the evenings I would sometimes drink with the
veterans of a sekehe tuak Cralm wine drinking group) organised by Gusti Sumung:
Gusti Noner, Pak Grindem, Anak Agung Raka (also now deceased), Silvio Santosa
and a few others in muhral reminiscence of our former friend and patron and I look
forward to saluting them once again in the manner they know best. The priests from
whom I learned about the temples of Ubud included Mangkn Dalem, Manglar
Gunung Irbah, Gusti 14[nngku of Tebesaya and Mangku Padang Kerta of
Padangtegal.

Outside Ubud, in the villages of the upper Wos Valley, I conducted my initial
enquiries through the formal channels of kepala desa, klian banjar, bendesa adat and
pemanght and less formal ones of whoever I met in street or warung. To all of
these people I also owe much and a few stand out as exceptional informants or
friends: GustiNgurahof Sebali, thepanitiaof PuraHyangApi, Kelusa, KetutRata
and his father the pemanglsu of Taro Kaja, Made Suwargana of Pakuseba, Ketut
Sunartha of Ked, Dewa Putu Kandel of Katiklantang, Manglu Seleran of
Tegallalang, Dewa Aji Dalnng of Payangan, WayanKanca of Bukian, the Pemangku
of Susut, Jero Kubayan of Talepud.

There are in Bali a number of more or less amateur historians, working at the
interface between the knowledge encoded in local narrative traditions and the larger
pictures provided by formal academic and official state histories. I was priviledged
to meet only a few of these, of whom A.A. Gede Ngurah e; langli, Gusti Agung
Ajeng of Abiansemal and I Made Subaga of Banjar Sangging, Gianyar were
particularly generous in sharing the fnrits of decades of enquiry.

Puri Ubud, the royal house of the district are, collectively a major character
in the story. Although wealthy and powerful they are inherently rnrlnerable to the
criticism of those over whom they have little power and needless to say they were
not as open about aspects of their position as I might have preferred. Nevertheless
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they received my frequent incursions into their affairs with unfailing courtesy and
hospitality and I have attempted here to strike a balance between my gratihrde and
reqpect for this, a dispassionate regard for the truth appropriate to this enterprise and
a post-princess reticence about tabloid-style royal reveliation. Among their number,
those from whom I learnt most included Cokordas hltra Sukawati, Agung Suyasa,
Oka Sudanona, Raka Kertiasa, and Krisna Sudarsona.

Members of other pun who have provided alternative perqpectives on lJbud
history include Ck. Mayun of Puri Pejeng, Ck. Gede Pafia of Puri Peliatan and
especially Ck. Oka Karang of Puri Negara and his son Ck. Artmaja who is also
Rector of Universitas Warmadewa.

Readers sufficiently sensitive to gender imbalance will by now have noted the
paucity of women in this list. This reflects less an inherent prejudice on my part
than the pragmatic reality of fieldwork practice in Bali. Although my own
experience does not conflict with the evidence of much recent scholarship (Connor,
Asch & Asch 1986, Parker 1989, warren L993, wiener 1995) as to the depth and
complexity of female knowlege in Bali, the persons to whom I was directed, by
males and females alike, in reqponse to enquiries about dtual, economics or history
were, almost without exception male. Likewise the people with whom the dictates
of social etiquette allowed me to form the close friendships thrcugh which much
understanding was gained were also male. V/hile my interactions with women were
thus somewhat constrained the knowlege recorded here does in fact owe a $eat deal
to women of two categories.

Firstly, my relationship with the family with which I was most closely
associated made possible friendships of joking familiarity with its female members
of all ages, notably Gustis Nyoman Rai, Nyoman Seroni, putu the wife of putu
Karya , Ketut Sari, Ayu Gede and Ayu Julihari. Secondly the women who work as
small traders in stalls, shops and markets and as front-line employees in tourism
enterprises. Such employment provides a fonrm for legitimate male-female
interaction free of the normal constraints of appropriate social intercourse. I
remember dozens of faces, often work-weary, sscasiqnally impatient of my stupidity
or suspicious of my questions but usually smiling and helpful and most cases I never
even learnt their names. Prominent among their number are the women who learnt
to reqpect my wife's prowess in selection and bargaining during her period as a
regular customer in their market and stalls.

The lively urban academic and intellectual community of Denpasar were also
a source of much information, advice, hoqpitality, companionship, exchangeof ideas.
Apart from my q)onsor, these included Dr. A.A Gede putra Agung, prof. Dr. r
Gusti Ngurah Bagus, Dr.I Nyoman Dharrraputra, Ir.I Nyoman Gelebet, architect,
priest and critical conscience, Degung Santikarma, his brottrer Gung Alit and their
various associates, rda Pedanda Ketut Sidemen, Drs. rda Bagus Sidemen, Dr. r
Gusti Made Sutjaya.

Thanls are also due to the staff of a number of institutions who were
unfailingly gracious in the face of my extraordinary requests and helpful beyond the
call of duty imposed by my official papers. The government offices upon whom I
depended most were Kantor Camat, Kantor Lurah and the local police station in
Llbud, the Gianyar offices of Bappeda Tk.U, Dinas Pariwisata, Dinas Pendapatan,
Badan Pertanahan Nasional, Kantor Pekerjaan Umum and Kantor Statistik and the
Denpasar offices of Kantor Pelayanan pajak, De,partemen pekerjaan Umum and
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Kantor Statistik. The libraries whose resources were generously placed at my
disposal were those of the School for International Training in Peliatan, hrsat
Dolrumentasi Budaya Bali, the Bali Sustainable Development Project, the Universities
Udayana, Saraswati, and Hindu Indonesia in Denpasar and of the Gedong Kirtya in
Singaraja.

The expatriate community are a more significant factor in contemporary Ubud
than my account would suggest and their story remains to be told. Although I had
relatively little contact with them, the few I do know have been consistently generous
in sharing their considerable knowledge. These included the foreign, mostly
Australian wives of Balinese men living in LJbud among whom I owe most to Jo
Sarjana. They also include a number of former researchers now resident in Bali
including Abbi Ruddick, Garret Kam, Danker Schaarman, Donna van Wely, and
especially Sean Foley and Melody Kemp. Spanning both these categories are Rucina
Ballinger whose electronic newsletters keep my perceptions of Bali firmly anchored
in the late twentieth century and Diana Darling, who with her husband Agung
skilfully utilised the illuminent properties of clear, sharp arak to provide equally
glear, sharp insights into Ubud and Bali from their vantage point in the clear, shary
air of the mountains.

The global community of academic specialists on Bali welcomed my intnrsion
into their territory in a spirit of intellecnral siblingship rarely found in these days of
commodification of everything. Senior scholars zuch as Mark Hobart and Carol
Warren were generous with their scarce time in Bali and my fieldwork was enriched
by contacts with fellow researchers John McDougall, David Poignand, I Gede Pitana
and especially Thomas Reuter and his family whose motor-cyclical visits in transit
between mountain and sea warmed my heart while expanding my mind with
perspectives from both these poles of Balinese cosmology. In Perth John Darling
provided access to his prodigious files of Bali material as well as most generous
hospitality.

While writing this thesis I have benefited enormously from the constructive
criticism of the participants in the Thid International Bali Studies Workshop at the
University of Sydney in July 1995, a smaller workshop at the same venue two years
later and in innumerable personal cornmunications since, the most important of
which are recorded in the text. Freek Baltcer, Hildred Geertz, Henk Schulte-
Nordholt and Margaret Wiener responded generously to requests for assistance. I
am grateful also to Linda Connor, Raechelle Rubinstein and Peter Worsley, for their
comments as editors of articles arising out of that wortshop.

Back in Auckland, where most of this has been written, far from centres of
Bali snrdies let alone Bali itself, I have been fortunate to have access to certain
resources of the University of Auckland. Financial assistance from the Auckland
University Research Grants Committee and the APEC Smdy Centre have kept the
various wolves (including free market ones in sheep's slething) from the door.
Various teachers and colleagues in the Departurent of Anthropology and elsewhere
in the University have provided valuable advice, criticism and assistance. Geraint
Rees-fones and others endured my stumbling path to semi-computer-literacy with
unflinching forbearance. I am especially indebted to Drs. Max Rimoldi and Steve
V/ebster for their friendship, intellectual and beyond and for the inspired blend of
encouragement, criticism and restraint which they brought to the task of guiding me
through this work, evoking traditions of scholarly mentorship and fraternity which
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long predate and refuse to be reduced to the somewhat hierarchical and bureaucratic
connotations of the contemporary term supervision. Graeme I-eitch qpent a month
of the wet season of early 1994 with me in Bali, providing encouragement and ideas
at a time when both were needed and the better photos are from his collection.

My wife, Joan Donaldson has consistently encouraged my anthropological
endeavours for reasons that defy rational analysis. Fieldwork was plianned as a
family undertaking but it didn't turn out that way. Joan and our son Rakesh shared
the most difficult part of my fust fieldwork period and the more difficult task of
staying home during the second period. Since then they have gracefully acquiesced
to the economic and social liability of having a writer and anthropologist in their
midst. May the next time be easier.

It is a custom in Bali to ask the forgiveness of those beings, human and
otherwise about whom one qpeaks or writes, for any errors of omission or
commission and in the case of powerfrrl supernatural beings, for daring to invoke
their names at all. It is customary also to give thanks to Dewi Saraswati, the
goddess of learning, for the grft of any insight one's writing may contain. I defer
here to all these traditions and also to the equivalent academic one of absolving all
mentioned here from responsibility for the uses to which I have put your thoughts,
words and deeds.

Most of the research was conducted in Indonesian supplemented by English
and Balinese. I have attempted to strike a balance between use of local terms in
situation where they express local conce,pts in a way English cannot and reverting
to English ones where this distinction is less important. Temples and villages are
thus sometimes referred to as pura and desa and sometimes not. Unless otherwise
noted translations from Indonesian, Balinese and Dutch are my own. Spelling
follows the contemporary conventions established by Indonesian and Balinese Otricei
of Education and I have followed the Batinese convention of not pluralising with the
suffix -s.
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GLOSSARY AI{D ABBREVIATIONS

The terms listed here are timited to key ones used in the text. They are glossed in
the text also at the point of their first use. The qpelling conventions used here are
those employed by the Balinese and Indonesian Offices of Education and Culture,
except for direct.quotes from older sources. Plurals are, again following Indonesian
convention, not indicated by a terminal -s.

B : Balinese, f : Indonesian, S : Sanskrit, D : Dutch

adat B,I
agama B,I,S
anshop B,I
ayalnn B
babad B,I
bale agmg B

banjar B

(nw)banten B
barun B
BAPPEDA

(of1 local customary law, instinrtions, ritual
religion, (linked to but distinct ftom adat)
shop or stall selling tourist artifacts
obligatory labour for gods, nrler or community
dynastic chronicle
(liQ great pavilion, pavilion in which village members and/or
ancestral gods assemble
neighbourhood customary (adat) and administrative (dinu)
unit
offering, sacrifice (to spiritual beings),
ritual association of Bai Aga villages
Badan Perencanaan Pembanguttan Daeralt, Regional
Development Planning Body.
spiritual being manifest in the form of a large (often leonine)
animal-puppet
gun, firearrr
head of customary village (desa adat)
banyan tree,, ficw benjamina (aka waringan)
earth, land, realm
hill, ridge
head of administrative unit corresponding to precolonial
kingdoms and colonial regencies and modem districts.
se col<orda
a high aristocratic title, prince
donations glven with pure, sincere, disinterested motivation
village, local customary (adnr) or administrative (dinas) urut
of space and community
(a) god
title of rulers of Klungkung
title of rulers of Gianyar
(of) national administration
clothing manufactured for export (from the English "garment")
a genre of epic poem
collective labour, esp, for the common good
(place of) god, pura, commonly trans. "temple"

barong

bedil B,I
bendesa adat B
beringin B,I
b(h)wni BG)
bnkit B,I
bupati I

CK. B
colcorda B
danapunia B
desa B,I

dewa B
Dewa Agung B
Dewa Manggis B
dinas

SAnnen

I
B,I

geguritan B
gotong-royong I
(lca)Iryang(an) |
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iklas I sincere, from the heart
Inpangan B,I public square
knja/lcaler B toward the mountains, opp.klod
Icajeng-kliwon I the conjunction of days in the three- and five-day "weeks" of

the Balinese calender
lwrya B work, job, undertaking, including ritual ones.

lcabupaten I administrative district
kecamatan I administrative sub-district
kelurahan I village administered directly by government

kepeng B,I perforated Chinese coin
kesaktian B,I supematural power
Ki B male honorific, Mr, Sir
klod B to(ward) the sea, opp. Icaja

kris B,I short, wavy-bladed dagger
Laba pura B productive land set aside for the economic support of a temple
lorxar B,I manuscripts inscribed on the leaves of the lontar palm
mlrnca B precolonial local leader (below punggawa)
mandala B,I,S diagram of directions, deities and other attributes of sacred

space

merajan B (high caste) family temple
meru B,S pellingih in the form of pagoda-like towers
molcsa B,S die directly into godhood
nasib I destiny, fate
negara B,I,S state, country, kingdom
Ni B female honorific, Ms.
nislwla B invisible, subtle, of the spiritual world (clf sekala).
objek wisata I tourist attraction
odalan B annivslsary ceremony of temple
pajak I tax
Parisada (PHDI) Parisada Hindu Dharma Indonesia. The official organisation

of Indonesian Hinduism.
PB1 I Pajak Bangurwn.l, Development Tax 1

PBB I Pajak Bumi dan Bangunan, Land and Buildings Tax
Pajak Perusalwn I Business Tax
palinggih B lit. sitting place, esp. for a deity, shrine
pasar B,I market
pasek B lit. nail, non-aristocratic descent group
pasimpangan B visiting place
patih B,I senior official, minister
payung B,I umbrella
pe(karang)an B houseyard
pecatu B a category of productive land the use of which entails labour

service to gods or ruler
pemalcsaan B group responsible for a temple
perbekel B,I administrative head of a village (199?-1983)
pedanda B high priest of Brahmana descent
PKI I Communist Parw of Indonesia
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PKI I
pingit B
pretima B
pu(n)cak G)B
pwggawa B
puputan B
pura B,S

pura masceti B
purapuseh B
pura dalem B

purbalala B,f
puri B,S
pusat (pweA KB)pwalu B,I
raja B,I,S
ringgit B,I,D

RUTR
saiban
sajen
sari
satria
sedahan
sejarah
selwln
subak
tanah
tanah buloi
Ienget
tedun
tulcang
warwg
wong sarnar
yadnya

I
B
I
(B)I
B,I
B
B,I
B
B
B,I
B
B
B
B,I
B,I
BI
B

Communist Paffy of Indonesia
imbued with supemahrral power, sacred
sacred objects, vessels of divinities.
peak, summit, clima:r
@recolonial and colonial) sub-district head
lit. finishing, ritual self-destnrction
place dedicated to communion with gods, commonly trans.
"temple"
regional irrigation temple
lit. "navel" temple, temple to founding ancestors
lit. "inner(most)" temple, temple in which souls of uncremated
dead reside temporarily
lit. ancient times, more generally archaeology
palace, court, (noble) house
centre, navel, origin
(sacred) heirloom
king
Dutch colonial coin based upon an indigenous unit and worth
2.5 guilder
Rencana Umutn Taa Rwng, General Spatial planning
hgysehold offering of first portion of cooked rice to gods
offering, sacrifice
(subtle) essence (of an offering)
of princely/warior descent (from Sanskrit laatrya)
collector of land ta,xes
history
visible, tangible, worldly (clf nistah)
farmers irrigation co-operative
land, earth
lands dedicated to the economic support of village officials
see pingit
descend (a high form used to refer to the gods)
skilled tradesman, crafitsman, artisan
food stall, small general store
lit. veileddisguised person, nislcala being
ritud, sacrifice
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PART I

TOURISM, ECONOMY AND CULTURE



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

TOURISM ANID TRADMON

Bali appears in the gazrutterlr of global tourism, as a set of exotic/luxury

holiday destinations and accommodation options among which lJbud is listed as ,,a

rare and precious alternative...to the hustle and bustle of the downtown beach

areas. .. " a place of ". . . serenity (and) an artistic spirituality all too uncommon in the

modern world"r. This is pretty much how I recall lJbud n 1977: a sepia-tinted

memory of hanging foliage, srumuing earth walls and a perfrrmed, penumbral, pF-
industrial silence punctuated by the crowing of cocks, the rhythmic creak of tall
black bicycles and the last fading note of a distant garnelan. It was inhabited by
artists and connoisseurs, local and forergn and people walking barcfoot along streets

of cool damp earth carrying things on their heads. Visiton ariving for the fint time
in the mid-1990s could however be forgiven for wondering whether they have come

to the place advertised.

'. -,T'leis-rrquote' is slmthesised from the 1992 advertising literature ofthe airlines Garuda and gantas, the wordings of which are almost identical a11dhave changed very little over the past fi-ve years-
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Figure 1.1 Ubud Streetscape 1977

Balii Re,tort Area,t

Bali's southernnost res;ort is ako it's
most nphistiuted. Nusa Dua s hone
to no less than eight world class

international hotels as well as an 18

hole championship golf course.

A short dive north is uncrowded

Iitnbaran Ba;'. klwed and casual with

a long upanx of white sand fuach,

linbaran Bay is iust a IO nintrte ide

lrom the airyort.

Tuban, Kuto and Ltgian combine to

form Bali's largest touist district, tvith

great shopping, hundreds of bars,

vibrant nightclubs, and hotels.

Following the western coastline

notthwatd we find a na*ed contrast in
Sentinvnk were vou'll see rice fields

Iagoon is pe(ea for snorkelling and all
watespotts. Sanur also has sone
excellent rcstaunnts, bars and shops.

Leaving the coast, tmvelling nofth

into the island's stunninghinterland, we

frnd ubud. Considered to be Bali's

cultural hean, lJbud is the hone of
dancers, painten and craftsnen-

Travelling east doln lron the hitls

we ioin the coast again and drive

through small fshing villages and paln

forcsts toytards the quiet resort areas of
,\lnlggis and Condi D.rsn. With an.
obvious lack of any commercia!

darclopnent, this area is renowned for
its coastal xenery and labulous diving

Iocations.

Bali's sister island Lttnbok, whox pristine

beaches rival aw in the world.

Cruising the Lesscr Suntla tslands east ol
Bali you'll xe volcanic mountain ranges and
deep trcpical jungles, hone to the prchistotic

Komodo dragon.

Figure 1.2 T\e Tourist T rndscape of Bali
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The Landscape of tourism.

Most visitors approach Ubud from the airport or the coastal resorts along a

narrow traffic-choked road which nrns inland, climbing, gently but steadily toward

the cloud-hidden central mountains, occasionally turning right or left to nrn along a

contour for a moment before climbing again. Once past Denpasar, the crowded and

chaotic capital of commerce and government, this road is lined with the emporia of
the artifact export industry: yards full of stone statuary: godly, demonic and secular,

followed by the baroque brick follies of the nouveau rtchc srlver merchants, the vast

sheds overflowing with 'antiques', those looted from old houses in Java

barely distinguishable from those newly-made on the premises, the showrooms and

shops of woodcarvers of various quality and price and finally the geat groresque

galleries in which 'art' is bought and sold by the square metre 2.

',w,#

when r first read this in an article in the english lang.uage sect,ionof the BaLi Post newspaper in early 1994 r though thE auuhor-ral speakingmetaphorically- r have since confirmed from plinters that paintings oiordinary quarity.are priced according to 
" """i.-rhi;h;ri.iirJ" rhe l-ahourrnvoLved in particular styles with the area of canvas covered.

Figure 1.3 The Road to Ubud
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Between these turnstiles of trade through which the labour of village

households and the biomass of tropical rainforcsts are exchanged for the diqposable

incomes of the urban centres of Europe, America and Japan, one can still catch

glimpses of the brilliant green ricefields, coconut palms, bamboo grcves and mud

walls of the subsistence economy they are pushing into the background. After half

an hour or so the road turns abruptly left and suddenly there are people in the

distinctively ill-assorted uniform of transnational tropical tourism, lyalking past shops

and restaurants. At each side-street are clusten of signs advertising the

accommodations to which it offers access.

Figure 1.4 Ubud Streetscape 1997

The hotels, fnom the cheapest (at around Rp.10,000/nigh0 to the most

expensive (over $US 500/night) are based upon the simple formula of a room with

a bathroom behind and verandah in front looking out over a garden and other simitar

4
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rooms3- The restaurants offer an ever more cosmopolian nmge of more or less

accurate imitations of dishes from the cuisines of Europe, America and Japan as well
as mysterious transformations of local food from which most local flavour is erased.

The shops, with a few exceptions sell virhrally identical nmges of fabrics, clothing,

woodcarvings, paintings, "antiques". The other inevitable infrastructure of
international tourism is there as well: offices functioning as agents for booking tours

and traveln vehicle hire, packing and shipping and exchanging currency. Several

Indonesian banl6, which normally restrict their activities to major cities, have

branches in Ubud.

The centre of town is defined by a crossroads, the cornen of which are

occupied by the market, its str€et frontages dominated by tourist shqrs, a cluster of
small shops and offices outside which freelance tranqport olrrators congregate for
company and custom, a public hall (wantilnfi, and the high rcd brick walls of the

palace (puri) of the former rulers of lJbud. In the momings this arpa is dominated

by the local commerce of the market, during the day by trade with tourists and most

nights by performances of traditional dances in the hall or the forecourt of the
palace. The shops and restaurants qpread along the main roads from this centrre and

the hotels are in the quieter intermediate back streets and lanes.

"- Prices in the loca1 economy will, unless otherwise noted, be quotedin rndonesian Rupiah and in the to-urism/er"p"ri 
"."nomy in usg. During thefieldwork period lle exchange rare flucfuared aro,ria ip.ib6oruss. seeAppendix 2 for a list of exEhange-rate fluctuatioos o.r"t'the past twentyyears.
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Figure 1.5 Map: The Tourist I andscape of Ubud

This is a semi-urban environment so dominated by tourism that it rcquires

some local knowledge to discern any other spatial logic which may exist or have

previously existed. Most things visible ale touristic as are most of the activities of
local people in the public a.rena, offering goods and services to tourists. There are

a few exceptions: children on their way to school in immaculiate uniforms, women

carrying their goods from market, the occasional farurer returning from his fields

and people in ceremonial dress disappearing through gateless slots in brick walls

above which rise tiny thatched roofs. These give however very little sense of a
world of things, activities and ideas which may exist apart from tourism. A few
statistics may help evoke the intenslty of this development and its apparent

dominance of the local landscape.
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The Statistics of Tourism.

The tourist development known as Ubud is qpread over a considerable area

but is contained mostly within four administrative villages (lccturatwt, desa) of
IJbud, Peliatan, Kedewatan and sayan. These cover an arql of 22.39 sq.km. and

have (in 199516) a population of 25,606 at a densrty of ll44 persons/sq.km. This

may seem a fairly high figure, until one realises that it is misleadingly low: the vast

majority of this land area is actually used for agricultural purposes and the homes

of the population are concentrated in the old cores of the four villages, an area of
only 595.95 ha. at a density of 42,966 persons/sq.km.4 It is by any standard a

densely populated area.

In 1995, the number of tourists (foreign and domestic) registered as staying

in the district (leccanutan) of Ubud, almost all of whom stay in the four villiages

described above, was 70,0735. It is not known for how long these visiton stay in
Ubud but in 1994, the average stay of foreign visitors in Bali was l0 days @iparDa
1995:34) and there arc reasons to believe that average length of stay in Ubud would

be around 5 days, long enough to visit art galleries and take several long walks or
bicycle rides.

This does not mean that most visiton to Bali spend half their time in IJbud.

Different tourists choose different destinations and those who come to Ubud tend to
use it as a base for dayJong activities such as exploration of a wider area on foot,

Ttrese f i.grures are compiled from Tables g .L.2 and 11 .L.2, BAPPEDA TkrrGianyar 1995- rndonesian stitistics are rroiorio,r"ty unreliable, incompfeieand difficult to interpret (see also Alexander 1992:6)). In marry cases it isn-ecessary to resort to techniques such as extrapolation, interpolation,choosing between or averaging_- contradictory f igires. 'tty ,rr. of suchtechniques will be recorded-in-footnotes

These and any -ogh9-r figures of tourist numbers quoted for Ubud arefrom-records kept, and kindly supplied to me by the sr:bdisirict police officeat which all visitors slaying ihe night are -required to be registered. .A,graplic representation ot the rndonesiln aaminist'ra1-i.re hi.;;r"hi is includedas Fig 3.J..
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bicycle or car and systematic browsing of antcraft. museums, galleries and shops.

Conversations with proprietors and employees of hotels of various sizes suggest an

average period of three to four days but a minority of longer-term visitors who rent

self-conained houses would push this figure up. If this estimate is correct there arre

at any one (average) time some 960 tourists in the arca, approximately one per

twentysix local people or 43 per sq.km over the four villages. This density

fluctuates with the seasons, with that of the dry winter months (eqpecially July and

August) almost double that of the wet surlmer ones. There are always lots of
tourists around.

PIVER

ROAD

VILLAGS BOUNDARY

\------t'-

KEDEWATAN
VILLAGE

DISTRICT
CENTRE

5 Kl'l .
ll

n

tlJl

.j

qAVANI

PELIATAN

Figure 1.6 The Administrative l-aadscape of Ubud
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The tourist facilities of the area include 363 places of accommodation ranging

from homestays of one or two rooms to 3-star hotels, 336 eating places, including

small looal warung, 146 anslwps6 (Bappeda 1995) and 8 car rental agencies

@appeda 1993). Of the 6403 registered buildings in the four villages, 330 are hotels

and restaurants,and a further 477 are devoted to commerce, industry and handicrafts

(Bappeda 1995). 'When one considers that with the exception of a few large hotels

overlooking the qpectacular gorge of the Ayung River in Kedewatan and Sayan, these

facilities are concentrated in the residential areas of the fsur yillages, especially that

of IJbud itself, that they tend to occupy prime mainstreet frontage, and that their

built form is more visible than that of traditional buildings, their dominance of the

built envircnment is apparent. Tourism has by its sheer quantity become the

dominant feature of the physical landscape of IIbud and a primary task of this shrdy

is to consider how far this dominance extends into other qpheres of local life.

Ihe economy of tourismT.

The dominance of the physical environment by tourism is predictably

paralleled by an apparent dominance of the local economy. Of the labour force of

16,225, nearly 7l% (L1,493) derive their primary livelihood from trade, industry,

tranqport and communications @appeda 1995:table 4.4.1). Most of the tourist sector

falls within these categories and in the local economy of lJbud tourist/handicraft-

sector enterprises provide either directly (e.g. the 2503 employed in hotels,

t. Despite the obvious English origin of this word it is best und,erstood
as a neo-Balinese term referring to a retail outlet for a range of
manufactured and handicraft goods aimed at the tourist market. Mark Hobart(199L:8) has made some pertinent corurents on ttre economl. and ideology of
artshops but a definitive ethnography of them remains to be rritten. I
discuss them further in Chapter 2.

The sector which r refer to here as tourism includes the manufacture,
saLe and oq)ort of arts and crafts. Ttris is in some respects a separate
sector and will at times be referred to as such. ft is however closely
rel-ated economically and historically to tourism and, unless otherwise noted
I subsune them for convenience under the Ia.bel tourism.
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restaurants and anslnps and the 2322 craftqpeople) or indirecfly (e.g the l92O

employed in the building industry), the vast majority of employment within these

categoriesE. These figures are based upon individuals rather than households but

their magnitude in relation to the total population and more localised statistics

collected in a number of neighbourhoods (banjar) within this area confirms my

impression that the majority of households, eqpecially in Ubud, derive the majority

of their cash income more or less directly from tourism/handicrafts.

These cash incomes are also difficult to quantify but an estimate is possible

based upon interpolation between a number of sources. In 1994 the average daily

expenditure of foreign tourists was estimated to be US$134.66 @iparda 1995).

Because of lower average prices of lJbud hotels, the proportion of long-stay tourists,

the more limited shopping oppornrnities and the gleater emphasis on active

sightseeing than consumption and the fact that significant expenditures are associated

with arrival and deparnrre which do not occur in Ubud, I would reduce this figure

to perhaps $100. The 69,301 foreign tourists, staying an average of 5 days each

in 1995 could therefore be expected to have qpent something like $34.65 million in
IJbud (and the 772 domesnc ones a further $.12 million).

The ta,r on hotels and restaurants (Pajak Pembangunan 1., hereafter PBI)

collected in the sub-district (lcecanaan) of lJbud (of which almost all was from the

four villages mentioned) was (in 199516) Rp.2,790,594,6ffi. As pBl is levied at a

rate of l0% of gross receipts this suggests that the turnover of the hotels and

restaurants was at least (allowing for reputedly high rates of avoidance) Rp.27,900

million or (at 1996 rates of approx. Rp.2,000/$1.00) $14 million. Given that food

and accommodation usually account for approximately half of tourist expenditures

The tourism sector is not directly identified in no::ural Indonesiangovernment statistical procedures. It is spread across a number ofcategories, notably trade (perdagaagan), industry and transport andcomrnunications. A local Ph-D. dissertation (Erewan fggZ) has been written andat least one career bu,'lt. upon devising a method of extracting the tourismsector from these statistics.
These particular . figures are from rrreportstr of the village headsinvorved. ltty own oqrerience of obtaining statistical infonration from suchpeople does not give me great: confidence in the consistenclf of such figrures.

The overall pattern they depict is however consistent witli my own enqiiries
and ltith more subjective impressions gained from numerous conversatiohs.

10
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(Booth 1990:51) this suggests a total tourist expenditure of the order of $28 mitlion.

It is clear that our previous estimate is not particularly accurate but is of the right

order of magnitude and an intermediate figure of $31 million of foreign money

entering Ubud through tourist qpending is not unrealistic.

Direct exports of arts, crafts and other manufactured products are not

included in this figure. Of the $57 million worth of such products exported from the

district (kabupaten) of Gianyar n 1994 (Gianyar 1995:68), I would estimate that

something of the order of l0%, $5.7 million would have been through llbud. A
major export item not included in this list is clothing (garmen). In 1995, clothing

worth over $37 million was exported from Bali but only a small prcportion of this

was from IJbudro.

A total of perhaps $40 million of foreign exchange thus passed through lJbud

in 1995. Given that a high proportion of this income goes straight out of lJbud again

in the form of payments for imported plant and equipment and consumables to

provide the services for which the tourists are paying as well as interest on the

borrowed money with which tourist facilities are increasingly financed and as ta:<es

the actual income remaining in ubud is much less than thisrr. If it were 25%, $LO

Although Ubud is the rrndisputed centre of tourism and painting inGianyar., the majority of other handicraft production and direct er.poriitg
occurs in other areas-, notably Tegallalang/pujvng/Tanpaksiring for canring andCeluk for silver. .$r estimate for Utcud-is -omposea of the 6ntire oqloit otpaintings ($7L,977), lOt of the woodcarving ($S.SSr million), lot of thesilver ($r.S million) and a sma1l proportion of the balance to allow for$q)orters based in Ubud.

C-lothing and textiLes are Indonesia's largest, non-migas (non-mineral-s
and petroleum) e)q)ort and the previous year the totat from slli was over g145
m- but in 1995 Bali suffered from competition with China and Vietnam (iaIi
Post 7 .5 .1995) . The vast majority .of clothing manufacturers and e:<porters inBaIi are concentrated in the xuti/Denpasar area but there are som6 in Ubud.official statistics do not exist at EuLh a local level and any est,imate wouldbe Little better than a guess.

This "leakagg" of profits is a well-known aspect of nTtrird-worldil
tourism (Britton L982:.340) which is now receiving atteniion within rndoneiiawith estimates as high as 833 leakage from Indonesia as a whole. Untitrecently leakage from Ubud was relatively low because of high rates of locatownership and utilisation of l-ocal resources and la"bour. dver the past fewyears howewer there has been sigrnificant investment of outside capitai labour
and materials in the Ulcud tourism sector.

11
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milliea, this would be equivalent to $390 per head of poputation per annum or $gZ0
per worker both of which equate roughly to the sort of income many peopte do in
fact derive from employment in the tourist industry in ubud.

Of course these figures siry nothing about the distribution of this income but
the Point of this exercise in statistical qpeculation is less to establish quantitative facts

about the economy of Ubud than to highlight the need for more deailed statistical

research relating large-scale tourism and export figures with more local economies.

My primary pu{pose in using these figures is to provide some qualitative idea of the

scale of the tourism/export economy in Ubud and the extent to which IJbud is
economically integrated into global networks of trade. IJbud is clearly not, in any

material or @onomic sense at least, quite the traditional village the tourist industry
would have us believe: it appears in fact to be the opposite: a place radically
transformed by its integration into the world economy through a tourism ironically
marketed upon an image of traditionalism.

Tradition

The evidence of tradition is less overwhelming than that of tourism but after
the initial shock it too becomes apparent, eqpecially in contrast with the coastal

resorts where tradition appean primarily in the form of architectural decoration and

after-dinner entertainment in the upper mnge of hotels. A major theme of tourism
promotion in tJbud is the progamme of performances of traditional
music/dance/drama every night of the week at venues including temples and palaces.

The graphic and plastic arts, although not in fact particularly traditional in form are

likewise a major tourist attraction in lJbud.

L2
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Figure 1.7 Tourist dance performance Ubud 1994

Figure 1.8 Tourists come to Ubud to see our Culnrre

l3
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Irss obvious but equally important is the maintenance and indeod

development of an endless round of ritual in local temples, public places and private

homes, much of which is both highly public and qpectaculady theatrical in form.

While ri$al is not performed as a tourist attraction, tourists are welcome to attend

or even participate in it. lvlany hotels make a point of advising their guests of this

and assisting them to attend and tours ale organised for particularly qpectacular

cremations in remote locations. There is also a gfowing trade in qpecia[y

eqpecially for weddings.commissioned ritual for foreigners,
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Figure 1.10 Welcome to our Funeral

A further dimension of the emphasis on tradition is the de facto development

of a series of comfortable half-day walks from Ubud along paths lined with coconut

tr@s, through beautiful landscapes of rice-frelds and villages innocent of the visible

'.t-" ''- i
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scius of tourism. Some of the more popular hotels and even restaurants take
advantage of qpectacular locations in this landscape.

This definition of Balinese tradition, as conservative, aesthetic and religious,
is expressed in the evident pride and satisfaction of the present head of the haditional
ruling house (puA of Ubud in an interview recorded in the fiim Done Bali (Negara

1993) in what he describes as the "nrle of culnrral liaw" in Ubud in almost the same
words he used to me a few months later.

Studying Tourism and Tradition in llbud.

It is precisely the irony of this contradiction between the striking development
through tourism and an equally striking tradition of cultural conservation upon which
tourism is based, which have driven my fascination with lJbud for over twenty years

and which lie at the heart of this enquiry. The discourse of mystification practised

by the tourist industry labours with florid fluency, false "facts' and fake photography
to obscure these contradictions but as Bruner's (1996) wry reflections suggest it may
be in the interests of all parties to the tourist encounter to prefer such benign
mystifications to the radical critiques of anthlopologists. My purpose here is not
radical critique but a more modest exploration of the contradictions which attempts
less to resolve them than to take into account both the poles and the multiple layers
and processes by which they are both linked and opposed.

Living in Ubud and attempting to achieve some sort of understanding of these
relationships, oY understanding of the terms of the initial equation itself began to
change- As I began to learn something of people's lives and what was important to
them, the once self-evident categories of tourism and tradition began to seem less

relevant and increasingly abstract while the empirical reality of Ubud as a

community and a place became increasingly important.

Clifford Geertz, in a celebrated and influential interpretation of the process

by which ethnographic knowledge is generated, argues that
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The locus of study is not the object of snrdy. Anthropologists don't shrdy villages
(towns, tribes, neighbourhoods...) they shrdy in villages. you can study 616"."113 things
in different places and some things... you can best shrdy in confined
Iocations... (1973:22)

As a counter to the excesses of empiricism, whether originating in sociological

naivete or in the pragmatic intentions of area studies this point is well-taken. It has

some validity also as a record of the change in ethnographic practice which has

occurred over the past eighty years from a format in which everything there was to
know about this tribe or that island or a certain "peopleu was recorded

encyclopedically in a single volume to highly qpeciatised studies of dimensions of
local life defined as much by the debates of social science as by the categories of
local practice or knowledge @vans-PritchardLg&:87, Marcus and Fischer 1986:22-

3,27-8). More recently still an even less localised focus of anthopological attention

has emerged on "such regional processes as: state formation and disintegration;

transnational or multi-state networ*s;...supralocal and overseas communities ... or
other phenomena of suitably wide regional scale" (Auckrand 1994).

The holistic ethnographies associated panicutarly with the heyday of British

functionalism were based upon implicit assumptions about the societies involved -
primarily that they could be meaningfully isolated from wider contexts of
geographical connection and historical process and that intemally they functioned as

balanced self-regulating systems @vans-Pritchard 1964:54-60). These assumptions

have since been shown to be poorly founded and if they were ever true, they are

certainly less so today. Indeed "the myopic vision of village studies" @euter
1996:11) has become something of an object of critical derision in recent years not

only in anthropology but in disciplines such as rural sociology and history @reman
1987, Ruiter and Schulte-Nordholt 1989)12.

t2 - This assumpti_on is implicit because it is in spite of the ocplicitrecognition by several of the key practitioners of tLis method that thesoaieties.they studied were in flcC inextricably linked i" 
"*teiJ and sgbjtcito historical change (Radcliffe-Brown L952;1,gz-tgZ) - Ttre assumption is morea consequence of the cornbination of a fieldwork methodologlf and -a theoreticalorientation- r suspect there may be a worthwhile r-e'searcfr project inrereading the ethnographies of this period to see how well-routta.a-s"Use+.."icriticisms of them actually are.
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While there are good reasons for these changes of emphasis, there s6gms a
danger of throwing out some useful "babies" with the "bathwater" of the old
ethnographic model and my experience in Ilbud suggests that villages and other
categories of local community and place still have real significance in ways of
thought and practice in this part of the world. My study therefore came increasingly
to cbncern itself with the place, its people, and their practices and ideas. I learnt in
the process a renewed reqpect for the methods and the qpirit of tnaditional
ethnography and this study seeks to retain something of this qpirit and utitises some

of its methods.

Doing Ethnography: Fieldwork and Writing.

I visited Ilbud briefly n 1977 and 1988 and lived there for twelve months
from mid-1993i.o mid-1994. My family accompanied me on this trip most of which
we qpent in a rambling but decrepit house not far from the centre of town. While
Ubud is neither a physically or socially difficult place to live, the first six months
were' in retroqpect, qpent getting to grips with language, orienting myself in the
bewilderingly complex and rapidly changing environment of a tourist town of some

ten thousand people and establishing my credentials as neither a tourist nor an
expatriate with any of the more familiar combinations of commercial and artistic
agenda. During the liatter part of this period, after my family had left, I became
much more deeply involved in the affairs of the community in which I lived and
developed a somewhat ad-hoc methodology based upon taking notice of and in some

cases participating in whatever was going on, interqrersed with following up on
people and questions of interest and general exploration of the area.

A subsequent trip for six months in 1996 continued this process in a more
dirccted manner. My interests focused initially on local tourism but expanded
steadily to include ritual and historical matters over an increasingly wide
geographical region. r got to know the ubud area by walking everywhere and
talking to everyone I met but later expanded my nmge considerably by using a
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motorbike and seeking out specific places and people. Regular trips to Gianyar

provided access to government records and to Denpasar, literary sources and the

insights of the local academic community. I-ess regular explorations of other parts

of the island as well as the neighbouring regions of East Java and S/est Lombok,
provided valuable comparative perqpective.

I used neither research assistants nor regular informants, relying instead on

the growth of my linguistic competence, initially in Indonesian and supplemented

later by limited Balinese, and general knowledge and the credibility these conferred

in meeting people and seeking referrals to others. The exception to this rule was my
relationship, mentioned in the Preface, with Gusti lvlade Sumung. It was he from

whom we rented our house and he was, throughout my first trip, the sounding-board

to whom I reported my discoveries and against which I tested my ideas. It was also

my reliationship with him which was my unfailing calling-card in many of the places

into which I walked uninvited and which established many of the primary

relationships upon which subsequent ones were built.

I used no forrral survey methods such as questionnaires or structurcd

interview techniques. Although I told people what my business was, my
conversations with them tended to be inforrral and loosely stnrctured and in the case

of particularly interesting people I would often meet them or seek tlem out again to
clarify their opinions or and discuss my ideas. I rarely risked jeopardising this

spontaneity by recording conversations verbatim, preferring instead to take rough

notes which in some cases I would elaborate immediately afterwards and in all cases

transcribe and annotate in detail within twenQdour hours. The indented descriptive

passages in this text consist of edited and/or rewritten venions of these notes.

These methods developed no doubt in accordance with my own nature and

my own intuitions as to the ethicd basis of my enterprise and the kind of knowledge

I was seeking but they probably reflect as well the empirical conditions of working

in an environment which although culturally exotic is one in which foreigners hold

no novelty and relationships with them are subject to pre-existing stnrcttrres

revolving around tourism and commerce. I sought less to construct a definition of
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myself as a researcher than by contrast with these stereotlpes as a person respectfrrl

of and not altogether ignorant of local language, culture and history and interested

in learning more.

Deqpite my acknowledgement of its qpirit and methods, tlre chapten presented

here do not mimic the format of traditional ethnography: the empirical reality they
address is as much global as it is local and my understanding of it owes as much to
contemporary anthropological thought as to my efforts to construct models of local
knowledge. What they record is a set of dialogues between several categories of
knowledge and modes of understanding: local and global, native and

anthropological, qpatial and historical, ritual and economic, cultural and practical.

The fruits of these dialogues take various forms but a recurrent theme is a series of
hybrid concepts combining terrrs from the vocabularies of social science and of local
knowledge which attempt mediate and articulate between these different modes of
understanding.

The fruits of these diverse lines of enquiry are organised into three parts.

The first begins with the most obvious aqpects of Ubud, tourism and tradition, which
resolve into discussion of economic change (Ch.z), and the roles of politics and

culture in this process (Ch.3). Reaching the limits of what we can understand in
terms of these categories from the vocabulary of social science we move into the
second part which addresses the domain of practice I gloss as ritual and its
relationships with economy (Ch.4,) and qpace (Ch.5) . The limitations of qpatial and

structural modes of undentanding lead to a sffi to an emphasis on historical process

which is the subject of Part m (ch.6,7). We return furlly, via further consideration

of the relationship between ritual and economy (Ch.8), to the central role of the puri
in the contemporary political-economy of tourism (Ch.9).
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CHAPTER 2

TIIE TRANSFORMATION

OF A VILLAGE ECONOMY

Ihe Growth of Tourism.

Early Tourism in lJbud.

The roots of tourism in Ubud reach back to the 1930s, when a coterie of
cosmopolitan cognoscenti hovered like moths around the luminous presence of
Walter Spies at Campuan, on the river just west of tlbud. The Dutch had begun

promoting tourism immediately after their military takeover of South Bali in 1908

and through thefu state shipping line, hotels and tourist agencies established a

standard 3-day tour of the sights of the island but this did not include Ubud. Spies

came in 1927, at the invitation of the senior prince of Ubud, who met him at the

court of Jogiakarta where Spies was employed as a musicianl. He stayed, built a
house and studio, painted, studied the natural and cultural riches of the island,

encouraged local artists and entertained guests, mostly of the intellectuat and artistic

aristocracy of Europe and America. They in turn disseminated, through bools,

The story of Wa1ter Spies has been t,old and his role in thedevelopment of Balinese painting and images of BaIi discussed often .ro,rgh(Boon 1989, Covarrubias 1994:xxi-x><iv, Rtro-ius Lg64, Rhodius and Darling 19gd,Vickers 1989: LOs-24, L2g-30, 140-40) to obviate any need for repetition here.rndeed these have become a kind of litany taking a hegemonic'-hold over thehistory of trlcud which has all but obecured the rJIe of -Uottr locat peopl.e andgloba1 processes. in _th_e making of modern Ubud. wtrile I have lre-viousty(1992:53-57) acknowledged the importance of Spies in the dlsign 
"rr&distribution of images of Bali, the present accouni seeks to emphasis6 otheractors in the story of Ubud.
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photographs and film, an image of Bali modelled upon Spies' rather idyllic existence

in llbud (MacRae 1992:57, Vickers 1989:105).

It was this image rather than the one promoted by the official Dutch tour

agency which, during the 1930s, drew a proportion of visitors away from the regular

tours to Llbud where they stayed, often with Spies for extended periods of time. The

number of these people was probably quite small2 and it all (including Spies himselfl

came to an abrupt end with the lapanese invasion n 9n. The image however

endurcd and drew a steady trickle of visitors back to ubud after the war.

firc purt, through their experience with the pre-war expatriates, were best

positioned to deal with these visitors whom they at first accommodated by taking

paying guests in the puri itself (Ililbery 1979:40) and later building the Hotel

Campuan on the site of Spies' old house. Ubud's major contribution to the early

tourism of Bali was less as a physical destination than as the source of an image, an

imagined destination still being sold around the world more than half a century later.

Throughout this period of what might be described as proto-tourism, the

economy of the majority of people in Ubud remained based upon subsistence

production of rice and other agricultural staples: coconuts, sweet potato (lcctela),

muze (jagund and raising pigs, cattle, chickens and ducks. A minority had cash

incomes from government salaries while others exchanged and sold agricultural

surpluses for the cash required to pay taxes and purchase cloth, kerosene and

manufacturcd household implements.

The serond coming of Tourism to Bali.

After the second world war and the subsequent independence stnrggle, Bali

became part of the new, Javanese-Muslim dominated nation of Indonesia. In the

.'. OId people in llbud remember Spies, the Dut,ch painter Rudolf Bonnet
and in some cases a few of their visitors but nothing that suggests a steady
strean of tourists. There were no hotels at this time and the only ptaceivisitors stayed at this time were spies house or the palace (puri).
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latter part of the 1950s as the national political and economic situation deteriorated,

prices of essential commodities began to rise and escalating political violence

discouraged visitors. By the early 1960s tourism was virtually at a standstill.

Between 1961 and 1963 inflation was running at l00Vo and by early 1965 "prices

(were) doubling every few weeks" (Robinson 1992:459). In 1963 Gunung Agung

erupted destroying rice crops all over South Bali creating real danger of starvation

for many and in 1965 the whole country was plunged into political violence

following an attempted coup in Jakarta and a subsequent "anti-communist" purge

although amazngly tourism did not stop completelf.

It was into this unlikely soil that the seeds of the revival of tourism wene

sown. President Sukarno, before his downfall in 1965, casting around desperately

for sources of foreign exchange and no doubt eying enviously the lucrative grcwth

of tourism in neighbouring countries such as Thailand, decided to follow suit. He

was well-acquainted with Bali and the marketability of its cultural heritage and he

decided that this was the place to start. He began, in 1963 making overtures to the

international tourist industry and planning an international hotel and upgrading of the

airport to intemational standard (Hanna L976:lL4). After his demise, these

projects were continued by his successor Suharto and the Bali Beach Hotel in Sanur

was opened n 1966 and the international airport in 1969. These developments

coincided with a period of high growth in international tourism and from this time

onward tourists started coming back to Bali in significant numbers (Picard 1990:41,

see also Appendix 2).

In 1969, by which time tourist numbers were growing rapidly, the national

government, wishing to control and profit from the influx, commissioned, with

assistance from the United Nations and the World Bank, a master plan for tourism

in Bali. This plan was notable for a conceptual simplicity based upon "quantity rather

than quality tourism because...the sole acceptable criterion for measuring its success

is refurn on invested capital" (SCETO report, quoted in Noronha 1979:194) and an

For an accounc of the political economy of this period see RobinsonL992, l_995.
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assumption (somewhat extravagant as it turned out) of 730,000 visitors by the year

1985. The solution to the obvious problem of the impact of this on Balinese culture

and society was "to concentrate the tourist paraphernalia in the southem triangle of

the island (bordered on the north by the line Kuta-Denpasar-Sanur) and above all to

create the Nusa Dua complex" (Maurer & Ziegler 1988:79) on the relatively

unpopulated and infertile Bukit Peninsula at the southern tip of the island. Tourists

would thus be geographically isolated from the local population and their

confrontations could be controlled (and presumably profited from).

As Noronha (1979:195) points out, the plan was unrealistic for a number of

reasons. The Balinese, who had it forced upon them without any consultation

(Picard 1990:42) were faced with a proposal which not only was beyond their

capacity to implement without resort to outside capital and therefore control

(Noronha 1979:195) but also, by its sheer scale if nothing else, threatened their way

of life (Picard t990:42). Their fears were expressed in the tenn leteh, referring to

loss of spiritual purity or a kind of cultural pollution. Their concerns correspond

in broad terms to those voiced first by the Dutch and then by other foreign visitors

since the turn of the century , that what was in danger was some kind of essential

Balinesenessa.

The Balinese response, developed and expressed by a1 alliance of provincial

government and intellectuals, both religious and secular, was the concept of
pariwisata budnya (cultural tourism),which was "conceived as the only way out of

the dilemma. It was expected to develop and promote simultaneously culture and

tourism, by taking advantage of Balinese culture to attract tourists while using the

economic benefits of tourism to foster Balinese culture" @card 1990:42).

Presumably because of this response, the National Government commissioned

Udayana University in Denpasar, using LINESCO funds,to produce a series of

Picard notes however, that "the Balinese authorities had a much more
dynamic view of their culture'r than the Western observers. He notes also
(1990:43) the shift in key Balinese concepts about t,ourism from Balinese to
Indonesian to English terminolog-y as their view of tourism becomes more
internationally focused.
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reports on tourism and it's effects in Bali. In these rqrorts, the Balinese intellectuals

reaffirm their preference for the cultural tourism formula. (udayana 1975)

Tourism in Bali was thus not a local initiative but part of an (inter)nationally

conceived programme of economic development. Balinese recognised from the

beginning the inherent contradiction between economic gain and cultural loss but

aimed to achieve a mutually beneficial symbiosis between the two.

The new tourism in Ubud.

And so Mameling entered the age of 'cultural tourismn. Soon foreignenr were se,en
everywhere, standing in people's way at tho market, milling around in temples, walking
half-undressed and sweaty through tho countrysido, and forever holding black boxes in
front of their facos. The foreigners were ugly, but they were very friendly, and
hilariously stupid, particularly with their money, of which they seemed to have
unlimited amounts. All of this meant great changes for Mameling.

@arling 1992:99)

At this time, the late 1960s, Ubud was a more or less ordinary village,

atypical in certain aqpects of its history and in its stahrs as a minor administrative

centre but tlpical in its dependence on subsistence agriculture and in sharing the

political and economic conditions of the island as a whole. People old enough to
remember qpeak of this period as one of constant poverty punctuated by frequent

hunger and terror during which many people, eqpecially young men, took to the

roads, begging and looking for work and food wherever they could find it while

those at home ate the fibrous tnrnks of banana trees to survive.

Initially Ubud felt little direct effect of the developments on the coast. A
number of people moved south to work on the building projects and to take up jobs

in hotels while others used to travel to the port at Padangbai to sell paintings and

sarongs to tourists arriving by ships. The international response to this opening up

of Bali to tourism was however not quite what the planners expected. The up-market

one of these women now hag a successful stall in the Ubud pasar andreoalls nostalgically her trips to Padangbai. elthough few cruise s-hips caltat Padangbai nowadays the tradition conLinues in Lhe fbrm of iLinerant sellersof sarongs and woodcarwings, mogtsly from poorer villages north of ubud who arenow banned from selling on the streete- of lJbud buE still pfy tne coastalresorts, large Courist att,ractions and the tourist eightseei-ng routes.
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big-spending tourists did come, but not in the numbers anticipated. Who also came

was young low-budget travellers in search of exotic experience of various kindf.
They did not fulfil the expectations of the planners but stayed in cheap local hotels,

ate local food and spent their time on the beach at Kuta. A minority went to Ubud

where locals also began to respond by mobilising their own domestic resources to

provide food, accommodation, art and craft products to these visitors.

It is a custom, among veterans of this era and contemporary expatriates alike

to establish one's credentials by reference to states of material development and

cultural authenticity of places at the time of one's first visit. I defer to this tradition

in reporting that my memory of Ubud in early 1977 consists of little more than two

images. The first is the atmoqphere of the main street: cool, damp and shady

beneath overhanging lychee trees and shrouded in a mysterious perfrrmed silence

gently punctuated by the padding of bare feet on the cool dark earth, the stately

creak of tall, black bicycles of colonial vintage, the crowing of cocks and the strains

of distant gamelan music. The second is of one of the sites in which the modern

tourist industry of Ubud was given its distinctive form.

I stayed, like most other low-budget visitors in a small room in what I took

to be (but have since learned was not) the only place available, a family compound

close to the centre of town nrn by a smiling woman who rented small riooms and in

the evenings cooked for twenty or more hungry guests s1 a single kerosene stove.

Years later she is something of an institution in Ubud and I got to know her story'.

The history and sociolog'y of this extraordinary migration of the
middle class young of the wealEhy western countries gtrikes me as asignificant cultural event of our era. rts importance is evident to anyonein whose life it played _a part but it has received relat,ively little schollrly
interest. A few exceptions are Cohen (L973), Marnham (rgzr), Mehta (1991) aiwell as my ovrn (L992:31-34) brief conments.

I rarel-y tape-recorded interviews or took verbatim notes. Iry
conversations with people tended to be informat and my knowledge of them andtheir stories was built up over a period of time and-is recorded largely innotes written up in the evenings from rough notes handwrit,ten -duiing
interviews and from memory of the day's event,s. fhis story and the otheri
related here are presented therefore not as if they weie some kind ofauthentic indigenous narratives but in a third-person iormat which reflecLs
my role as yet anottrer interpreter of what is going on in Ubud.
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She is from a local family of conunoner descent but long standing in the
village. She trained as a schoolteacher and married a fellow teacher who was working
in Ubud and they had several children. Her husband died in 1965 and she found herself
alone with several small children, unemployed and socially isolated because of her
suspect political affiliations.

She reverted to the traditional economic enterprise of Balinese women: small
trade, in her case peddling batik sarong on the streets. The early years must have been
very difficult but by the early 1970s there was a steady trickle of tourists and these
became her primary clientele. Her education and possible smattering of English may
have equipped her better than most to communicate with these visitors and her social
isolation may have made her more open to them. Some of them became close friends
and it was these foreigners who encouraged her to take them in as paying guests and
to cook for them. They taught her the elements of western cooking and provided her
with gifts of money and brought utensils from America. As tourism grew the economy
of her household became increasingly tied to it and her houseyard was progressively
remodelled and upgraded to serve the need of her visitors.

Others, seeing her example did likewise and also opened small eating houses

and shops selling art and craft goods. This development was essentially the same

in style as that taking place simultaneously at Kuta beach but at a much slower pace

(Hussey 1989, Mabbet 1987). By the mid-7Os, according to a popular guidebook for

budget travellers, (Wheeler 1975:44) there were over one hundred losmen (small

hotels) and twentyseven restaurants in Kuta but only about three of each in Ubud.

The numbers inearly L977 appeared similar. Hussey (1989) records the rapid growth

in Kuta leading to escalating land prices, a complete transforrnation of the local

economy, immigration of capital and labour and subsequent social and environmental

problems. In Ubud the growth was not only much slower but took a different form

resulting from differences both in tourist expectations and local social and economic

arTangements.

Some of those most eager for these new opporilnities were schoolchildren

who began hawking paintings and carvings on the streets of Ubud. Some of the

more enterprising could not even wait for tourism to come to Ubud and they

travelled to the coast to try their luck there.

Along the kilometre-long archibcnrral cacophony of cheap commercial shacks
and neo-Bali-modern hotels known as Monkey Forest Rd. which runs downhill from the
centre of town through former ricefields only one building stands out: a cool cubic
construction of white tiles, open to the street and containing glass cases of silver
jewellery of non-traditional design, modern paintings and a white BMW car. In the
evenings one can often meet its proprietor, talking to friends and receiving guests and
petitioners. He is a small man, fine-boned, with an androgynous delicacy of movement
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and it is his custom to dress in a startling monochrome of oither white or black. It
takes little persuasion to start him pfu1ipg, in excellont English, the story of a life
constructed around the opportunitios of the tourist era8.

He grew up in one of tho poorer neighbourhoods of Ubud. His parents were
relatively well-off in that thoy owned their own farmland and they were industrious
(mjin) bvt they shared in the more absolute poverty of the whole comnunity. He was
fascinated by the foreigners who began appearing in Ubud in the late 1960s and at the
age of about ten years he realised he wanted a different kind of life to his parents. He
borrowed batik and wood carvings to sell to thc tourists who were in turn fascinated by
this tiny urchin witl a burning desirc to learn English. It was this, rathor than money,
which drove his career as an itinerant salesman and soon Ubud was not big enough for
him. When the Bali Beach Hotel opened in Sanur he bogan talcing the bus to Denpasar
after school and walking to Sanur to meot tourists and sell to them after which he would
walk back to Denpasar, sleep in tho grounds of a hotel and catch the morning bus back
to school in Ubud.

He was soon making enough money to pay for his schooling and loarning
English as well. As Kuta devoloped ho extended his operations thore as well. Around
1969 he had saved Rp.120,fiD and he bought a motorbike which he used to take people
on guided tours and soon after he abaodoned his formal education in order to
cotrcentrate on English and business. As tourism grew in Ubud he returnod there and
set up the first motorbiko rental service and an art gallery in the main street. Ho bought
his land in Monkoy Forest Rd. n 1979, before the massive price rises of the 1980s.

By l9E3 he was looking for something new. He began manufacturing and
selling tolts. This was so successful that a year later ho began dealing in jewellery
made in East Java from combinations of silver, brass and seashells, the first (so he says)
in Ubud to move into this field. This too was zuccessful and in 1985 he brought some
of his workers from East Java and began manufacturing in a room behind his shop. His
designs were based not on traditional designs customary in the existing silversmithing
centre of Celuk but original and modern. Once again the business flourished and he
brings and trains new workers from Java.

He has however paid a price for his success. His indopendent asitude and
unashamed pursuit of personal profit go against the grain of traditional community
values which emphasiso equality and sharing ofbenefits. To pursue his careorhe has
had to movo out of his own vory conservative neighbourhood and establish himself in
the more neutral zone of Monkey Forest Rd. where the more cosmopolitan values of
individualism and entreprenourial capitalism prevail relatively unfottored. Even here
howover'he has suffered from the jealousy of less guccessful rivals and because of his
relatively outspokon criticism of traditional patterns of authority in Ubud. In 1985 his
promises were raided (unsuccessfully) for drugs by the polico and hs became more
detormined to proceed independently. In 1991 his reward cane in the form of a
Presidential Award for businoss onterprise. His main project now is an international
training centro for the arts and crafts the building for which is slowly rising behind his
shop. Like many Belinese who have achieved individual financial success in the faco
of community disapproval, he now wants to be seen to be seen to be returning
something to the communit5r and the tourist industry from which his prosperity sprang.

There iue several stories similar to this among the business elite of Ubud

including that of one of the wealthiest people in Ubud, a man of aristocratic descent

This story is baeed upon
represents essentially his view of
him from ottrer sources but without

conversations with the man deecribed and
himself, eupplemented with knowJ.edge about
critical reflection upon either.
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but childhood poverty whose career has been strikingly similar in any details but who

has, in contrast been much more attentive to public opinion and is now developing

a museum/schooVhotel complex with a much wider base of public support.

Bina Wisata

By around 1980, the tourist numbers in Ubud were starting to pick up and

the effects were being felt. Tourists were wandering freely into temples and private

family ceremonies, apparently unaware of the offence they were causing. I-ocals

were harassing tourists and competing with each other for tourist money in
inappropriate ways. Trees were being cut down for ad-hoc and unsightly streetside

commercial development.

Suddenly Ubud turned into an ugly desert whore half-naked tourists wandered around
entering holy tenples in bikinis, taking pictures of almost everything that passed by and
disturbing working villagers as though the locals were occupants of a huge zoo.
(Santosa 1984:12)

A group of young men, relatively well-educated and experienced in the ways

of foreigners became concerned about the emerging conflict between economic

development and environmental and social values. In the unusually hot and dry

season of 1981, made more so by the loss of the beautiful old lychee trees which had

lined the main road, so the story goes, two of these young men, a prince of the purt
and a painter who had travelled to Australia, met by the sacrpd river at Campuan and

decided to form an organisation to address the problems. They organised a meeting
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at the Kecarnatan Office and were surprised by the amount of public interest and

support but the diversity of opinions and priorities prevented any consensuse.

A smaller group subsequently convened by invitation identified the problems

in terms of the development of three emergent axes of dishannony. Ffustly between

people and their religious practice, in the form of commercial punuits distracting

them from their customary obligations (adnt), secondly between people and each

other in the form of unhealthy competition and resultant breakdowns of
communication, and thirdly between people and the natural environmentlo. Thus

began Yayasan Bina Wisata (Tourist Development Foundation) with the formal aims

of "Protecting, preserving and promoting Balinese culture generally within the

framework of assisting the government in developing cultural tourism" and

"Assisting members in raising their abilities" @ina Wisata n.d. 1) which reflected

the contradictions identified when mass tourism was first mooted in Bali.

A small building on the main street was donated by another member of the

pui n which they set up a Tourist Information Office to provide information to

tourists and locals alike. It was staffed initially by volunteer workers but once

established others became involved, with a variety of motivations. The office-

bearers were generally puri members or prominent hotel and restaurant owners. The

staff were mainly younger men seeking experience and contacts in the tourist

industry but included a Javanese expatriate who had been living in Ubud for some

time.

Within a couple of years Bina Wisata was publishing maps and a village

newsletter, Napi Horti (What's new?) said to be the first in Indonesia and certainly

The extraordinary variation between accounts of the basic trfactsil of
the story of Bina Wisata, by its main protagonists little more than a decade
l-ater led me, in the early stages of fieldwork to despair of ever obtaining
reliable historical accounte of anything. In retrospect it serves more as a
reminder of the way in which events are, almost fiom the moment of their
occurrence transformed into ilhistorytr in the most disput,atious sense of the
word. The account you are now reading is synthesised from these conflicting
versiong supplemented by a Local thesis by a student of reJ.igious law (Mardii
1989) based upon int,erviews conducted in 1988.

These correspond to Tri Hita Karana, a trinity of Hindu orthodo:<y
propagated through the education eystem.
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the flust in English. This was shut down by the government after six issues because

it did not have a licence. Bina Wisata moved to a more permanent building (owned

by the village) across the road. There were however conflicts between individuals

over control of the organisation and its direction and accusations of profiteering.

Some original members left or withdrew their energies. It gradually became semi-

commercial in its operation, moving into such enterprises as acting as a booking

agent for hotels, tours and travel and began paying staff modest wages.

Around 1990 Bina Wisata was brought under the umbrella of LKMD
(kmbaga Ketahanan Masyarakat Desa), an elected village council operating within

the framework of the national govemment hierarchy (Warren 1993:243). LKMD has

advisory powers only and are constitutionally debarred from taking part in
commercial activities but Bina Wisata became in effect its commercial arm. The

Tourist Information Office was moved to a more central location in a building owned

by the govemment and its activities conducted on a more commercial basis with its
profits split between itself and LKMD. These profits are used by LKMD for
improvement of public facilities associated with tourism such as street lighting,

rubbish collection and tree-planting. Both the takeover of control and the

commercial focus have alienated some of the original members who have either

withdrawn entirely or talk of returning Bina Wisata to its original intentions of
environmental and cultural preservation and cross-culhrral education of locals and

tourists alike.

Growth

Although the numbers built steadily through the 1980s it was not until the end

of the decade that ubud really took off as a tourist destination.
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Table 2.1 Number of tourists staying (at least one night)
Kecamatan Ubud. 1987-1995.

100.000

50,000

10,000
0

1987 88 89 90 9t 92 93 94 95
Graph constructed from figures supplied by Kantor Kepolisian, Resort Gianyar, Soktor
Ubud.

The slump in the 1991 figures follows immediately on the outbreak of the

Gulf War and is generally believed in Llbud to reflect uncertainty and fear of travel

directly caused by the war, particularly in Europe. Apart from the anomaly created

by this, the largest annual increase was a doubling of numbers frcm20,323 in 1989

to 40,706 in 1990 which accords with local perceptions of when the greatest change

occurred. The reasons for this dramatic increase are not entirely clear but it is

consistent with a pattern of increases of tourist numbers of 38% worldwide, nnd75%

in the East Asia/Pacific region over the period 1985-1990 (Smith 1994:149), 116%

in Indonesia, and of direct tourist arrivals in Bali of 1117o from 1985-1989 (Booth

1990:47,48)).

Throughout this period of growth there has been a consistent seasonal pattern

of almost twice the numbers of visitors in the cooler, dryer months of June to August

as in the wettest months January to March. In 1987 the largest national group were

Australians (3055) followed by Americans (2626) and Germans (2563). By 1995

Germans (9308) were in the majority closely followed by Americans (8936) and

Dutch (8235). No one nationality of tourists was predominantly responsible for this

increase although the most striking national increase over this period has been of

Japanese visitors from 3.3 % of the total in 1987 to 8.5% n 1995.
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This increase in tourist numbers was reflected in increases in hotel occupancy

rates throughout Indonesia, eqpecially in star-rated hotels (Booth 1990:60). It also

coincided with dramatic reforms in the Indonesian economy which allowed, among

other things, easier access to investment finance both through local banlc and foreign

investment (Nasution 1993, Soesastro 1993). Throughout Bali the tourist industry

responded immediately to these new conditions:

In 1990 there was a boom in hotel construction. The number of rooms in starred hotols
increased by 77 percent The correspondi.g rise for melati hotels and homestays was 56 percent.
(Hassall 1991:8)

This represents not only a massive quantitative increase, but a stnrctural shift toward

the upper end of the market. The tourist industry in Ubud at this time was largely

at the lower end of the market, consisting atnost entirely of small, owner financed,

owned and operated businesses. It too responded in a similar way with increases

in both quantity and quality.
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Table 2.2 Hotels(h), Rc*aurants(r), Artshops(s).
Kecamatan llbud. 1982-1996
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A survey carried out in 1991 in one of the neighbourhoods (banjar) of
Peliatan, confirms this pattern. Of the 26 homestays surveyed, 11 had started within

the past year and, apart from one which had been going for 18 years, the average

period of operation was 14 months (Iong and V/all 1990:10). This massive increase

in quantity was accompanied by an upgrading of quality.

While the earliest hotels in Ubud were established by the puri to cater to a
relatively exclusive clientele, the standard of appointments was simple by

international standards. The new wave of homestays which developed in the 1970's

and 80's offered a basic local standard of accommodation at budget prices. In 1982,

there were 43 of these, I losmen, andT hotelsr2. By l99z/3 the terrrinology and

categories had changed somewhat as had the shape of the industry.

Figure 2.1 Ubud Homestay 1994

'" Losmen is a generic Indonesian term for a local hotel, but in thecontext of tourism statistics from this period, it refere to something moreformal than a homestay but offering a sianaard of accommodation berow that.which rnight be termed a hotel. All -ot tttose clissed as hotels were, in thisperiod, owned and operated by the purj.
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There were 131 pondok wisata, a new category meaning tourist shelter and

including the homestay and losmen categories, which amounted to a threefold

increase over this period. There were'l4 hotel melad, also a new category which

included all the pui-owneA hotels and a new class of purpose-built, investment-

financed hotels with more or less professional staff and management and with

facilities such as swimming pools, western-style bathrooms, hot water and fansl3.

Many of these hotels are, unlike homestays, integrated into international tourist

industry networks and much of their business is through pre-booked flight-plus-

accommodation packages. These amounted to a tenfold increase at this level of the

market. While there were no star-class hotels in Ubud, three have been built during

the 1980's in nearby Kedewatan and more recently one in Petulu, which are part of
the widerlJbud tourism environment and have had a considerable influence in setting

Figure 2.2 Up-market Hotels

!{hile there are official standards for each class of hote} there isin fact considerable variation within the meTati andpondok wisata categories.To the casual viewer, and sometimes the. disgruntled gtrest, certain pondok
wisata appear t,o offer better accommodation to some certain me]atj. irotels
owned by puri members and other arist.ocrasy are generalty classed as rneLatiwhile those owned by commoners are more likely to be pondok wisata.

standards to be aspired to.
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The quality, range of produce available and price structure of restaurants and

shops have undergone similar changes during this period. The restaurants of the

1970s began as adaptions of the traditional warang (stall): simple bamboo and thatch

structures containing a few tables and chairs and serving a combination of modified

local rice dishes and international travellers favourites such as toast. tacos and

guacamole.

r/i1/t,

',(,

This model persisted through the 1980s until the Australian wife of a local

man opened a new restaurant with more sophisticated decor, menu and prices which

reflected her knowledge of more international tastes and budgets. This set off a
characteristically Balinese revolution of imiation and since 1993 the two main srreets

were lined with restaurants, in the upper end of which the multiple floors are of
ceramic tiles, the wood and rattan chairs "antique", the table-tops marble and

immaculately uniformed staff serve a range of international cuisine and drinks.
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Figure 2.4 Restaurant

Shops have undergone a similar transformation although Ubud has lagged

somewhat behind Kuta in this regard. The basic Ubud artshop remains a modified

version of the traditional market kios, a simple stall or "hole-in-the-wall" in which

the proprietor sits among hanging fabrics and clothing with a range of carved and

painted objects at the lower level. A few shops specialised in paintings,

woodcarvings or silver jewellery. In the early 1990s the range began to expand to

include fashion clothing, bookshops and a proto-supermarket stocked with imported

foods and even a houseware shop, the latter two catering to the affluent expatriate

market as well as tourists. The style of these new shops has become increasingly

sophisticated and prices have moved steadily up-market. In 1996 old shops were

being expanded and new ones opened every day.
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Figure 2.5 At"tshop Ubud 1996

The development of tourism in lIbud has been enonnous and rapid both in

quantitative scale and qualitative style. It has developed in the space of twenty years

from a place where a few low-budget travellers, artists and writers would stay for

weeks to one oriented to a more affluent market of middle-class holiday-makers with

a taste for the cultural come in their thousands. As a result Ubud is now dominated

by a tourist industry which has obviously involved a radical transformation of the

local economy.

The Tourism Sector

The Economy of lIbud before Tourism

Popularperceptions of thepre-tourism Balinese economy recycle stereotypical

images from the 1930s of timeless local agrarian self-sufficiency (e.g. Covamrbias
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1994:ch.IV). The timited information available suggests that such a picture is

somewhat overdrawn.

According to Dutch sources (Swellengrebel 1984:8), referring to the whole

of Bali, "In 1930 seventyfive out of every hundred persons gainfully employed

were in agriculture". An agrarian economy no doubt but what were the other 25Vo

doing? It is evident from accounts of the period (Covamrbias 1994:xix-xx , McPhee

1947:10,14) that there was a small commercial sector in the urban centres of

Singaraja and Denpasar as well as a few traditional non-agricultural specialists such

as craftspeople and priests and a small landlord class in the villages.

A survey of the economy of the island two decades later (RaI€ 1955),

oriented primarily to the encouragement of agricultural co-operatives, lists 219

industrial companies processing agricultural products and manufacturing products

such as ice, textiles, shoes and building materials as well as 45 "major businesses"

importing, exporting and retailing a range of goods from primary produce to motor

vehicles. Almost all the members of both lists are in the urban centres, eqpecially

Denpasar and Singaraja. Statistical data from one of these urban centres in South

Bali in L957-8, show less than half the population primarily engaged in agriculture,

with substantial numbers engaged in commerce and labouring (C.Geertz I963:20\ra.

In the villages where the majority of Balinese lived there was more tnrth to

be found in the subsistence stereotype even a decade or more later. In a

neighbourhood not far from Ubud in the early 1970s and not yet economically

influenced by tourism, nearly 77% of the work force were involved in agriculture

(Hobart 1980:93-101). These same figures however reveal the fallacy as well as the

tntth of the stereotype: of those involved in agriculture nearly 82To lnd other

occupations as well. In other words an agriculturally based economy involves

economic activities other than agriculture. Farmers in this neighbourhood not only

tt is unclear from how wide an area, i.e. from what, combination of
urban and rural land, Geertz's figrures were collected- ft is unclear algo
whether the rrlabourers" category includes agricult,ural labourers. ltre point
however is that there existed at this time a eignificant non-subsistence
sector in the Balinese economy.
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grow rice but also mill and trade in it as well as working as tailors, drivers,

merchants, performing artists, smiths and carpenters, priests, servants, public and

private and gamblers. Within the agricultunl sector itself there are complex

relations of production involving varieties of landlord/tenancy, sharecropping,

pawning and day-labouring arrangements. As the author of this study puts it, "the

occupational system is an extremely complicated field" (19g0:100).

The report quoted above is from a small community not "particularly

atlpical" (1980:1) of pre-tourism village economies of the area. The larger and

historically more differentiated community of Ubud is no less complex. There are

no figures or even written accounts prior to the 1980s but I have asked a lot of older

people (mainly men) about the pre-tourism economy. Their memories of this period

are disconceningly inconsistent among themselves but taken collectively arre

consistent with Hobart's picture of an economy agriculturally-based but highly

diversified at a secondary level. Accounts tended to reflect the predominant

economic activity of the speaker with farmers remembering basic dependence upon

rice and local subsistence agriculture while those more involved in the cash economy

refer to a constant need for cash and emphasise extra-local trade. It is clear however

that from quite early in the colonial period, when the Dutch taxation system required

most households to have some access to cash (Covamrbias 1994:86, Schulte-

Nordholt 1996:284), there was a small monetarised sector in the local economy.

These matters notwithstanding, the economy of Ubud was, until the advent

of tourism in the 1970's, substantially based upon agricultural produce rather than

cash. Only a small minority with civil service positions, small businesses and the

puri with their embryonic tourism interests, were significantly integrated into the

wider cash economy. Virtually the entire population lived on village residential land

(tanah pelcarangan desa) on which they paid neither rent nor tax (and which they

could not sell) but carried with it certain economic and ritual responsibilities (Ch.4).

The basic unit of "currency" for most people was rice which was subject to drastic

price increases but which most families produced for themselves. Iand-holdings

however, tended to be small and sharecropping arrangements unfavourable so most
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people produced less than enough rice for their needs and therefore ate it mixed with

sweet potato (l<ctela) and other less desirable foods. Other necessities were produced

from local animal and vegetable sources.

Few consumer goods were available apart from cloth, metal tools and

implements and kerosene for lighting, a list not significanfly different from the lists

of imports in the late nineteenth century (G.Agung l99l:4, Schwartz 1906:177) and

few people had cash to buy more than the barc necessities. The only motor vehicles

were a couple of cars owned by puri members and a tnrck owned by an enterprising

commoner family. Most people had little need for public tranqport which consisted

of daily buses to Gianyar and Denpasar.

Cashflow Consequences

The primary economic effect of the growing stream of tourists through Ubud

was a correspondingly growing flow of cash into the local economy. The vast

majority of this cash was of foreign origin and the latter stages of this growth have

been quantified at a Provincial level.
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Table 2.3 Foreign Exchange
Bali 1987-1995
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Source Stats Bali 1991, Dinas pariwisata Bali 1995

The increase in tourist numbers through Ubud during this period and the more

qualitative evidences all suggest a similar pattern in Ilbud - a pattern of massive

increase in the amount of cash in an economy organised around subsistence in which

cash was scarce and was utilised for a relatively limited range of specific kinds of
transactions.

The impact of this sudden flood of cash can be appreciated from a simple

example. Payment for provision of a basic bed and brealdast for a couple of tourists

for one night was, n 1975 around Rp.500 (wheeler 1975:46). This was enough to

buy 1.5kg. of rice but more importantly it was equivalent to nearly lVo of average

annual income for Bali and a much higher proportion of the cash income of an Ubud

farmer (Warren 1993:328-9). Not only was this income much larger and more

easily earned than those which had been previously been available to most people,

but it was in most cases additional to existing subsistence production. It thus became

discretionary income of a kind few people had known before. By around 1980 a

substantial proportion of the population were supplementing their subsistence

incomes in this way.
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This flood of cash has had obvious, direct effects on the size, shape and

quality of this economy and has set in motion a complex p(rcess of secondary effects

which have resulted in what I describe as a transformation of the economy of Ubud.

The primary effects can be described as firsfly a general monetarisation of exchange

throughout the local economy, secondly a massive growth in the cumulative wealth

of that economy and thirdly the development of an entirely new sector serving

tourism. Although these effects are interrelated and the secondary ones even more

so I shall begin with these three and affempt to trace the complex process they have

set in motion.

The emergence of cash as the medium of entry of tourist money initiated a

general shift from production for subsistence to production for cash exchange and

in cash becoming the dominant medium of exchange throughout the economy. The

increasing flow of tourists and thus of cash made possible new levels of consumption

and capital accumulation. People were able to pay for subsistence costs, buy things

they never could before and re-invest in further tourism plant. This pattern of

investment and reinvestment led to the growth of an entirely new sector described

above consisting of hotels, restaurants, shops and art and craft production. This

development has in turn had effects upon the way in which the primary resources of

the old economy, labour and land, are allocated.

Re-allocation of Iabour: the Tourism Sector

In the 1960s hardly anyone worked in tourism while by the 1990s virtually

everyone derived at least some of their livelihood from it. Such is the picture

emerging from a consensus of commonsense and casual oral opinions. The statistical

data for this period but they do not lend themselves to straighforward representation

of this shift. The following graphs are constructed from statistics best described as

various: published by various agencies for various pulposes, derived from various

sources utilising various methodologies and categories at various times during this
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period. While I do not have complete confidence in the quantitative validity of any

one taken alone, all portray a pattern consistent with my own qualiatiys impressions

and those of a large number of people interviewed on the zubjectrs.

Table 2.4 Workforce Employed in Hotels (h), Restaurants (r) and Artshops (s).
Kelurahan ubud. 1982-1995.
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Graph collated from statistics published by Kantor Statistik, Gianyar (1992-199I) , Bappeda
Gianyar (1993, 1995).

f5. I have al-so cond.ucted my own enquiries among the head-men (kepala
Tingkungan) of the constituent neighbourhoods (banjat) of Kelurahan Ubud. rn
each case the figures they provided were collected, organised, stored and
expressed in different and in some cases highly idioslmcratic ways from which
assembling combined totals and percentages was at best a speculative business.
The statistical techniques of t,he headmen ranged from detailed and up-to-date
bookkeeping to improvised extrapolation from old books, rapid calculationc on
scraps of paper and rough percentages from memory uncomplicated by the
technologies of literacy. As most "official" statistics are also collected
through these heads of lowest-leve1 administrative units, these variat,ions can
be expected to run through the whole system. While I use all these figures
with some confidence as indicators of broad trends, there is reason to doubt
the validity of more sophisticated statistical manipulations based upon them.
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The dramatic jump in 1993 and the subsequent decline to 1995 coincide with

statistics derived from different sources. The jump aiso coincides with both a known

period of growth in tourism and a shift to statistics collected qpecifically for purposes

of tourism planning. The decline rqxesents a return to data collected through the

normal administrative hierarchy but may also reflect a peaking of the tourism sector

in the early 1990s and a subsequent diversification into industries supplying goods

and services to the tourism sector. The lack of growth in some of the figures up to

1991 reflects recycling of figures from previous years which in turn may reflect the

work practices of the offices involved and/or non-registration of new businesses.

The overall picture nevertheless confirms the obvious growth of employment in

tourism.

I-ess obvious however is from where this shift occurred initially. It is

unlikely that people satisfactorily employed in agriculture would have abandoned it
overnight for tourism. Many of the early tourism operators were from outside the

established agricultural sector. Some such as Ibu C. were already in other

businesses. A large proportion, such as NP were of the younger generation of
families in which they had little opportunity of having their own ricefields and for

whom tourism was an attractive source of social as well as economic opporfunity.

A shift from agriculture began in the form of secondary tourism enterprises

using under-utilised labour and other resources to provide cash to supplement

primary subsistence production. As the differential of returns from the two became

increasingly apparent, increasing proportions of household resources of labour and

capital such as land and buildings were diverted to tourism ventures. Although

people preferred to retain their subsistence resources and most have done so to some

extent, ultimately they made more or less conscious choices to sacrifice at least some

subsistence production to achieve greater cash exchange. Some farmers diversified

into part-time tourism enterprises, especially homestays which could make use of
underemployed family labour.
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In other cases incomes from tourism were such that existing family labour nesources

were transferred from agriculture to tourism and ricefields tenanted or worked by

wage labour, both at lower rates than those earned through tourism.

Table 2.5 Percentage of worlf,orce deriving primary livelihood from agricultural(a), tourism(t),
trade and industry (i), construction (c) sectors.
Kelurahan Ubud 1983-1989.'6
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yesr 8983
Graph collated from statistics published by Kelurahan Ubud.

This graph shows a decline of employment in the agriculture sector and the

growth of the dfuect tourism sector (hotels, restaurants, arts, crafts) during the mid-

1980s. It also shows the growth of a more generalised trade and industry sector, a

large proportion of whose work is directly related to the tourism sector: liarger-scale

handicraft manufacture, sale and export and sales of other tourist goods and services.

16. While figrures for agricultural employment are readiJ-y available,those for_employment in the tourism sector ire-hidden in categoriee such aspedaqanq (merchant), penqr4safra (indugtrialiet), and peqawai siasta (privateemp1oyee)aswe11aEmoreobviousonesguchashote1an@1oyees.
A further complication is the multiple employment of many peopi" ir. gbud. Aperson who deecribes himself, for census purjposes, as a flrmer may in fact be
+ painter in the off-seasons and rent a room or two to touiists. Theinterpretation of census data to extract, figures representing the touristsector in Bali is a well-known problem an? has bien the -subject of apioneering Indonesian ph.D. thesis-in economics. (Erewan L9g7l.

AP llte purpose of all these.graphs ie to illustrate and support what areessentially qualitative descriptibnJ of broad trends rather than to eetar.lishstatistical proofs, r have taken some liberties in re-organising the materialinto forme which best illustrate the trends invoLved. io avoid any tendenrytoward statistical exaggeration r have adopted a conservative approach to thisreorganieation. In this case I have included under the "tb-urist sectorrlpainters, carvers, cr_aftqpersons, but only 50* of merchants, indust,rialists,private employees and builders.
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A portion of this sector, e.g. the provision of goods and services for local

consumption, is only indirectly related to tourism, as is the building industry. The

growth of these sectors coincides with the decline of the agriculture sector and

confirms more qualitative impressions of a shift from agriculture to tourism during

this period.

Table 2.6 Percentage of worldorce deriving primary
livelihood from agriculture (a) and other (o)
employment.
Kelurahan Ubud 1990-95.
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90 9t 95

Graph constructed from figures published by Kantor Statistik,
Gianyar and Bappeda Gianyar.

The trend shown in this graph is confirmed at a micro level, by my own

enquiries, both quantitative and qualitative (see previous footnote), among the

community leaders of the neighbourhoods of Kelurahan IJbud confirrn this trend

away from agriculture. This sffi of labour from the agricultural sector to the

increasingly diversified non-agricultural sectors also conforms to a trend indicated

by official statistics. The gross domestic product (Produk Domestik Regiorul Bruto)

figures for Kabupaten Gianyar over the years 1985 to 1990 show a decline in the

agricultural sector from 40% to 32% while trade, hotels and restaurants increased
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from 16.5% to nearly 20% (Stats Gianyar 1991). Similar figures for the whole of
Bali for the years 1983 to 1987, show agriculture falling from 43.31% to 38.72Vo

while trade, hotels, restaurants rose from 14.08% to 15.95% (Stats. Bali 1988).

Similarly from 1993 to 1994 agriculture fell from 22.42Vo to 22.28% while trade,

hotels, restaurants rose from L1.77% to 12.35%. (Dinas Pariwisata Bali 1995).

Arts and Crafts

Parallel with the rise of tourism and the sector providing direct services to

it has been the development of a number of industries zupplying products which may

loosely be described as arts and crafts both to tourists and increasingly by direct

export. These developed initially from the interest shown by tourists in traditional

arts, especially woodcarving and painting. As early as the 1930s artists began

producing works in forms suitable for tourists to transport home with them (Rhodius

and Darling 1980:77,85, Vickers 1989:Ltz-ll4). The significance of this and the

influence of foreign artists on Balinese art has been the subject of debate ever since

but since the 1960s an increasing number of Balinese have made at least part of their

income from the production of carvings and paintings for the world market.

In 1983, 390 people, ll.9% of the worldorce of Kelurahan Ubud described

their primary occupation as painting or woodcarving. By 1990, these figures had

risen to 787 and 17.8% (Ubud 1984,1990). Figures obtained from neighbourhood

heads in 1996 suggest an average figure of this order but also variation along two

axes, one temporal, the other spatial. Firstly there is discernible movement away

from painting to wage labour in the building or tourism industries. This trend is

most noticeable in central Ubud where both the opportunities and the need for

regular cash incomes are most advanced. Secondly, employment in handicrafts

generally and carving in particular is more pronounced in the peripheral

neighbourhoods, where there need and opportunity for cash are both less than in

Ubud. For many people in these villages painting and carving are, as they were in
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LIbud a few years ago, secondary occupation for farmers in off-hours, -days and -

seasons. In my explorations of villages further up-hill from Ubud (see Ch.5), where

alternative occupations are even more limited, whenever I asked what people did for

a living the almost universal answer would be either "we work in the fields in the

morning and carve in the afternoon" or "some people farm and some people carve".

A large proportion of the produce of these home-crafts and small industries

is sold to, or produced on contract piece-rates for middlemen who on-sell to

exporters, shops or export it directly. Some of the gteatest business empires in

Ubud today began as modest dealerships of arts and crafts. Foreigners are also

involved in this trade as designers, exporters, agents and retailers. A number of

individual artists and craftspeople have developed theirown marketing networks with

considerable success. The vast majority however are at the bottom of a highly

competitive chain of supply and demand and earn but a few dollars a day producing

the artifacts I see selling for many dollars in shops in Auckland. The detailed

relations of production and distribution in this sector are complex and varied and

constitute a subject worthy of intensive research. For our purposes here what is

relevant is that it is another new sector of the Ubud economy, absorbing significant

amounts of labour, bringing in foreign exchange and attracting both capital and

labour.

z{rrsiops and Commissions

While much of the art and craft produced around Ubud finds its way into

shops throughout the Western world, a proportion is retailed directly to tourists

through a hierarchy of outlets. At the bottom, and the beginning historically, are the

street-hawkers who hover in hordes at certain known tourist attractions with hopeful

offerings of sarongs, carvings and the like. Selling in this way has for some time

been prohibited in Ilbud and is practised only clandestinely on a small scale. At the

top are the vast and pretentious showrooms lining the main tourist routes described
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in Chapter I which serve both as wholesalers and retailers of silver, stone, funriture

and fabrics. Between these extremes are a category of retail establishments ranging

from holes-in-the-walls of markets and tourism centres to substantial permanent

shops and known generically as artshop. The growth of anshops and employment

in them during the tourism period is apparent from Tables 2.2 and 2.4.

The existence of thousands of outlets offering virtually identical ranges of
produce about which buyers are able to easily obtain comparative infonnation

approximates the ideal model of the free market and not surprisingly competition

thrives and sellers are content to realise very small margins and have at their

disposal a limited range of time-honoured stratagems to attract custom.

Hello, mister - you like Balinese painting? I can see you know good painting when you
see it. My cousin has much better range and much better prices. I have to see him
today - would you like me to take you there to see for yoursolfl

It is an accepted fact of business in Bali that anyone who brings a paying customer

is entitled to a cut in the deal or at least a token of thanks.

"But Putu, you don't have to give me anything - those people just asked me if I knew
a good place to stay and I have enough money to live on - anyway you are my friend."
"I know all that, Graeme, but you know this is how we do things here and I would be

ashamed to ask you to bring people to me if I didn't give you something' "That's OK -
I understand - and I am nearly out of coffee anyway"

This form of casual remembrance of those who have done you a good turn has been

developed by the larger artshops, especially those which glorify themselves with the

title of gallery, into a system of commissions. Any guide or driver who brings onto

the premises a tourist who subsequently makes a purchase is entitled to a percentage

of the purchase price. Such commissions run from a minimum of around 15% n
the more established and prestigious galleries to as high as 50% n new galleries

seeking to break into the market. Needless to say the system is open to manipulation

by all parties and actual practice is somewhat more complex than this. As with the

arts and crafts generally, artshops and commissions are subjects worthy of further

research. I mention them briefly here to complete our ovelview of primary

components of the new sector which constitutes the flrst step in the economic

transformation of lIbud.
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The Decline of the Agricultural Sector

The dramatic transfer of labour from agriculture to the sectors described

above may be read as simply a reflex of the growth of tourism and the employment

opportunities it offers but it also involves more complex factors. It is obvious frcm

observation and discussions that very few young people in Ubud are following their

parents into agriculture. In the 10 core neighbourhoods of Ubud, where tourism is

most dominant, from 1464 households, with a population of 5770 there are orily 327

farmers (my interviews with klian banjar, 1996). The majority of these are of an

older generation who grew up before the 1970s (in one neighbourhood, there is only

one farmer born since 1947) and they are being replaced not by their own children

but by sharecroppers from outside Ubud. There al€ "push" and "pull" factors

involved in this trend.

For young people growing up in an environment dominated by the

cosmopolitan consumerism of tourism, mass media promoting a Jakarta middle class

image of what being a modern Indonesian involves, and state rhetoric of

modernisation and globalisation, labouring in the ricefields, far from all of this and

returning home through the tourism scene of the main street, muddy, sweaty and

dishevelled with a hoe over one's shoulder is a less than glamourous proposition.

For girls tourism employment has opened up a whole ftmge of fieedoms from the

constraints of being junior members of their parents household until becoming, at

marriage, junior members of the households of their parents-in-law and servants to

their husband and children. For boys there are the added attractions of the

possibility of romance with foreign women (or occasionally men) and the attendant

opportunities to travel, work and earn money outside Indonesia.

There are also compelling economic disincentives to farming. While tourism

employment is not necessarily well-paid, especially for the un- and semi-skilled

(monthly salaries for shop, restaurant, hotel assistants are around Rp.100,000), it
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provides cash, regular and reliable, whereas the rice-harvest comes at intervals of
4 months and sometimes not at ail17. The price of rice is controlled by the

government and the returns are not great, eqpecially for sharrecroppers (hawests from
qPical plots of riceland yield returns of Rp.300,000 to 400,000 of which up to half

may go to landlords and more for seed and fertiliser). In tourism there is constant

exposure to larger amounts of money and the possibility of windfalls in the form of
tips, commissions or making friends with generous foreigners. For tle more

entrepreneurially-inclined it is the arena par excellerrce where there are stjll fortunes

to be made. One of the more telling images of the economic imbalance between

tourism and farming are the young children who patrol the main street in the late

afternoon hawking tickets to evening danceperformances. The tickets sold (in lgg4)
for Rp. 5000 of which the seller took a commission of Rp.1500. on a good day a

child might sell two or more tickets thus earning more than his/her parents avenge

daily income from farmingtE.

As well as lJbud people moving from agriculture to tourism innovations in

technology and farrring methods have had the effect of reducing the need for liabour

and shifting it from individual farmers with family assistance to contract teams and

machine opemtors. By 1993/4 many of the contract ploughing, planting and

hawesting teams working in the llbud ricefields were from poorer villages to the

north, reflecting both the shortage of supply and high price of labour in lJbud.

" - This shift from tenant-fafming to wage-labour appears at first sightas a radical reversal of the typical southeasiAsian peaaant economic ;jt;a;g.yof a preference fo_r^_t_he secuiity of client-ship to the r.ncertainty of casfiiemployment (Scott t977: ch-l,2).- rt is howeverttre form of the econ-orqr ratherthan the underlying strategy which has changed: under present circuistagces
wage-labour now offers (among other advantages) greater Jecuriuy than farming.

18. This econo.mic dovmgrading of farming relative to new forms ofemployment is not unique to ttlcud or Lourism. In the words of ilanes scott rAs
elsewhere, the pat,tern. of capitalist development, export-led growth alldencouragement of_ foreign investment has also resulted in a growingmaldistribution of income, and he goes on to identify the main axis 5e tniimaldistribution as that between traditional agricuL€uraL producers and therrrest of the economytr (1985:51) .
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Figwe 2.7 PlantingFigure 2.6 Plouehing
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There is also a demographic factor in this shift. The population of Bali has

risen from less than I million in the second decade of this century to nearly 3 million

in the 1990s (Foley 1987:fig.3.1). This has lead, in the district of Gianyar, to a
corresponding increase in population density from less than 400 persons/sq. km. to

nearly 1000/sq.km. with ubud just over this figure @oley 1987:table 3.5, 4.2).

While new ricefields have been opened up and irrigation improved during this period

these have been nowhere near sufficient to keep up with population growth which

was exacerbated by inequalities of distribution of land and until the 1960s major food

shortages were common (Robinson 1995:236-243). Since then national programmes

of birth-control, the agricultural intensifications of the Green Revolution and a

national land-reform programme have gone some way toward keeping the gross

statistics in balance but there have been obvious consequences at the household level

of the changing ratio of people to land: there is simply not enough farmland for all

the children of farmers to become farmers themselves. Often one child, usually the

eldest son, will inherit his father's fields while the others seek employment

elsewhere, which in llbud means in effect the tourism sector. The economy of
agricultural labour is thus determined by the availability of agricultural land. This

is in turn constrained by socio-political as well as material factors to which we will '

return after considering other aspects of the economic transformation

The Fruits of Prosperity

As well as initiating a shift of the internal economic base of Ubud away from

agriculture, the flow of tourist cash began to transform Ubud from an ordinary

village into a place of relative prosperity for many locals and of economic

opportunity for outsiders. I-ocals such as NP returned from their lucrative

adventures on the coast to set up shop in their home yillage, while others came from

elsewhere to seek thefu fortunes in Ubud.
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IJbud was initially however something of a "closed shop" to outsiders by

virtue of customary constraints upon the rights of non-members and the fact that

resources and employment opportunities were entirely in locaf control. Towards the

end of the 1980s, the period of greatest growth, this insularity began to break down.

The constant contact with foreigners, the new proqperity, improved transport

facilities and the penetration of mass media meant that an increasing number of

people, eqpecially younger ones began developing conceptions of the future less

constrained by custom. Reforms of the Indonesian financial system reduced the

restrictions on mobility of capital, access to foreign capital and lending to small-scale

investors (Nasution 1993). However neither the capital nor the expertise for liarger

and more sophisticated development were available in Ubud so local entrepreneurs

began looking elsewhere for assistance.

lfts rmmigration of Capital.

There were at this stage minor precedents of outside investment in ubud:

some of the early developments at Hotel Campuan were done in parfirership with an

Australian. One of the early homestays was established by a local married to a

resident Dutch artist and foreigners provided gifts, loans and advice to help many

of the homestays and restaurants to get started.

There was however much gneater precedent for outside investment in Kuta

where people from all over Bali and later Indonesia had flocked to take part in the

bonanza.

In the early years ...approximately 17 percent of the investment in
accommodations came from non-local Balinese. Between 1977 and, 1980, nonlocals
supplied more than 40% of the now investments...Furthormore most of the foodstalls
that oponed to supply shop operafors wore run by women from neighbouring villages
and, to e lesser extent, by migrants from Java and Madura.

...Kuta also attracted business people from Java and even foreigners, who mainly
invested in bars and restaurants....By 1983 approxim*ely 44% of tho bars and restaurants in
Kuta were foreign ocmed. (Hussey 1989:319)
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The kind of investment which occurred in Kuta was however much slower to come

to Ubud for two main reasons. Firstly the tourist numbers, and thus the potential

refurn on investment were much smaller and secondly the customary and land tenure

restrictions referrcd to above which allowed much less opportunity for outsiders to

get a foothold. It was not until the late 1980s when the tourism market suddenty

increased and the changes referred to above occurred that outside investment began

to grow through three avenues.

Firstly a number of locals (mostly men) had married foreigners (most$

Australian). Several of these couples settled in Ubud and needed to eam livings, in
most cases higher than those local families would require. They went into business

in partnership with their husbands, opening restaurants and other businesses which

set new standards of style, cuisine and price. Secondly, entrepreneurs from Kuta

and further afield in Indonesia also saw opportunities in Ubud. To establish

businesses there they needed premises. They offered higher prices than locals had

ever thought possible for low quality rice fields south of the main road and several

locals sold. Others entered into partnerships combining their land with outsiders

capital and expertise. Thirdly, local entrepreneurs actively sought partnerships with
outside capital and also took advantage of the liberalisation of the banking sector to

borrow investment capital on a scale hitherto impossible.

Banks

A very visible index of the qualitative and quantitative transformation of the

local economy is the growth of the banking sector in Ubud. Although banking has

been known in Ubud since the Dutch era, the onty banks with branches in Ubud

prior to the 1980s were village co-operative banks.

In the late 1980s the financial sector of Indonesia underwent comprehensive

reforms which facilitated both the entry of foreign capital and borrowing by small

investors (Nasution 1993). These reforms saw bank borrowing rise from Rp. 407
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thousand million in 1987 to Rp. 1,384 thousand million in 1991 while the equivalent

figures in the trade/hoteUrestaurant sector rose from Rp. 155 thousand million to

Rp. 743 thousand million (Stats Bali 1991). Foreign investment in Bali rose from

less than one-third of domestic investment in 1988 to exceed domestic investment in

1989 (Stats Bali 1991).

I do not recall seeing any banks in Llbud in 1988 but the statistics below

indicate that they were present at this time. By 1993-4 several national banks had

small branches in the main street but by 1996, the number, siza, prominence and

patronage of them had increased considerably and visibly.

Table 2.7 The Banking Sector.
Ubud, 1983-1995.

Year Number of Banks @) and staff employod (S).
Govt & Regnl Private Total

r983
1986

1989

1990
l99l
r995
1996

B

0
I
I
J

3

4

13

22

92
93

B

0
I
4
3

3

5

6

40
43
61

B

0
2
5
6

6

8

l6
52
50

Source

sfats ubud 1983
Dara Pemb. lJbud 1987
Stats Ubud 1989
Stats Ubud 1990
Stats Ubud 1991

Data PP Gianyar 1995
My estimato

Sources: as shown.

Ihe Boom

The result of this influx of capital investment on top of the existing level of
tourist spending was the tourism/building boom referred to previously which

transformed the physical landscape of lJbud. Prior to this tourist development was

largely restricted to the main road for a hundred metres or so east and west of the

puri. To the north were residential areas and then ricefields. To the south were

ricefields which had only been established relatively recently using secondhand
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irrigation water from older fields to the north. Their water supply was thus less

reliable and they were generally perceived as inferior. About a kilometre south was

a small pocket of residual forest containing an important temple of the neighbouring

villags Padangtegal and a horde of monkeys who had become something of a tourist

attraction. Tourists used to walk along a narrow dirt track between ricefields to the

Monkey Forest where a few locals sold them bananas and peanuts to feed the

monkeys who quickly learnt to relieve the tourists of any such food by intimidation

and violence.

Around 1981 a schoolteacher and amateur painter bought a small piece of land right
where the ricefiolds mot the forest whore he could (according to his own account) paint
in peace. Passing tourists would stop to talk with him and occasionally one would buy
a painting. Gradually this developed into a primitive restaurant providing drinks and
food. Some visitors asked if they could stay thore so he built a couple of rooms which
he rented to them for a few rupiah a night. By 1985 it had developed to the point of
being one of sixteen cheaper accommodation options rocommendod by the most popular
guidebook @ruce 1985:346). When he told mo this story n 1993 he had about ten
rooms and a successful rostaurant all managod by hired statr By 1996 ho had retired
from schoolteaching and stayed at his homo in Padangtegal where he could concentrate
on painting.

The developments of the 1980s spread down this road and east into

neighbouring Padangtegal. By the late 80's, it was known as Monkey Forest Road

and was lined with a patchwork of ricefields and buildings. With the accelerated

development and inflation of land prices at the end of the decade, the remaining

patches of ricefield were rapidly converted to more profitable use and by 1993 only

a few patches remained.

These new businesses were no longer homestays or family restaurants of the

kind which had been established previously. The typical homestay utilises existing

family-owned land and additions and improvements to existing buildings. The

building work involved would be performed by family members or local tradesmen

(tulcang) and financed by family savings or small loans. The services provided,

reception, brealdast and drinks, cleaning, would likewise be performed by family
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members supplemented in some cases by hired helpre. The new hotels are more

or less capitalist enterprises financed with investment capital from one source or

another and intended to provide not supplementary cash incomes but re,payments of

loans and ultimately profits. This new mode of ownership, development and

management has had several consequences for employment.

Figure 2.9 Monkey Forest Road 199314.

Decline of the small homestay:

Returning to Ubud from Denpasar one day in mid 1996, at the bus station in
Batubulan, I met a young man from a neighbourhood on the periphery of the central
tourism area of Ubud. During the boom of the late 1980s a number of families
convertod part of their homes for accommodation purposes. His household is headed

by his elder brother who is a teacher but it also has a nine-room homestay upon which
economy of the household is very dependent. Since he left school his only employment
has been in the family businesszo.

His homestay was tull during only during the peak July-August period and

otherwise was usually about half-fuIl. He was like me, waiting for the Ubud bus to

Of tshe homestays stsudied by Long and WaII (L993), approximately half
used family labour only and the others used combinations of family and hired
labour.

For a description of homestays in this very community see Long and
WaIl (l-993).
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depart but not with a view to simply going home. He was seeking to intercept low-
budget travellers with offers of accommodation before they arrived in ubud where he
would have to compete with all the other hotel touts. For this competitive advantage
he, and a few other able-bodied young men, judged it worth their while to spend both
the return fare and the better part of their days hanging around the bus station .

The nightly rate in low-budget homestays at this time was nominally

Rp.10,000 of which the homestay would have to pay a police registration fee of
Rp.5,000 on the first night. If it could keep the guest for zubsequent nights the

retums got better. The general movement up-market has meant that low-budget

travellers now spend less time in ubud then previously and the overzupply of
accornmodation has meant increased competition for a dwindling resource. This

competition has taken the forrr of the increasingly innovative touting practices

described above, a furtive price-war in spite of an unwritten agreement to the

contrary and, it is rumoured, the use of magical practices to attract custom away

from competitors (Inng and Wall 1993:1). The situation has been exacerbatd by

the ability of some of the mid-range hotels to intercept visitors even earlier by

offering, in conjunction with airlines and overseas travel agencies, cut-price

accommodation packages marketed through travel agencies in the countries of origin

of travellers. The consequence is that the small homesays are being gradually

squeezed out of business from all sides and many of their owners are having to look

for supplementary incomes.
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Growth of the Building Industry.

The size and speed of construction required, as well as the sheer number of

simultaneous projects, were beyond the capacity of the local building industry which

consisted of teams of local tradesmen and labourers working together using hand

tools and labour intensive lsshniques. This capacity has been increased in three

ways: a further shift of labour from other forms of employment to building, the use

of power tools and less labour-intensive materials and technologies and the

immigration of supplementary labour.

Between 1983 and 1989, the time when the boom began, the size of the

building industry labour force resident in Kelurahan Ubud had increased from 467

to 654. Figures which I collected from the various klian banjarof Kelurahan LJbud

in 1996 showed a subsequent pattern of movement of employment from the

agricultural to building sector. In one banjar sixty out of a worldorce of 200 are

employed in the building industry. Several of these klian also reported a noticeable

shift over the past couple of years from painting to building as a secondary form of

casual or off-season labour. These shiffs do not however account for all the growth

in building sector employment.

Immigration of Labour

The building boom which resulted from an immigration of capital has in turn

attracted a further immigration of labour into Ubud. The increased use of motor

vehicles has resulted in greater mobility of labour. While many of the building

teams working in LJbud have always been from surrounding villages, they tend now

to return home nightly rather than at the end of the job.

When outside entrepreneurs began to build large and fast in Ubud they

brought their own contractors, from Kuta or Denpasar. Much of the unskilled labour

used by these builders consisted of young men from poor families in East Java who
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had been moved to Bali in search of work and adventure or had been recruited by

relatives already working in Bali. Now that Ubud is well-known as something of
a building boom-town some come direct. By the early 1990s virtually all the heavy,

dhty, unskilled work on construction and public works around tlbud is done by these

immigrants.

Such people are an attractive proposition for employers because they have the

justified reputation of working longer and harder for lower wages. They also do not

require the frequent irregular holidays for attendance at ceremonies which Balinese

employees require. Balinese readily concur with this judgement and see little virhre

in working as the Javanese do but are concerned at the immigration for other

reasons2l.

2t. Balinese are quite capable of and place high value upon extraordinaryfeats of sustained intense labour in collective ritual contexts but placlreLat'ively little value upon labour for its own gake except in mild dosLs asexercise (o7ah raga). Excessive labour as a means to eelf-Ldvancement is seen
Uy !h9 majority of ubud people, rich and poor alike as destructive to bothsocial harmony and well-being For a fullei discussion of Balinese attitudesto labour see Gerdin (L982:206-2LLl and Warren (1993:Ch.3).
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As well as the construction labourers, others come, from Java and Lombok,

as small traders, itinerant sellers, in the markets and on the streets, of food and

medicines, watches and sunglasses, sarongs, plastic bags and safety pins and in a

recent innovation in Bali, door-to-door salesmen of household goods such as curtains

and brushware.

Under national law all citizens of the republic are free to travel and settle

wherever they choose provided they notify local authorities and have employment.

They are registered as temporary residents (penduduk sementara) in the

neighbourhood (banjar) in which they reside. Some immigrants flout this law and

arrive unregistered and invisible but even those who arrive legally are vulnerable to

subsequent unemployment.

ln 1994, while visiting N. a small village next to which a large 3-star hotel was under
construction, I met a group of people sitting outside a little plywood shack beside the
inactive building site. They were from East Java and one of their number had come

originally and worked on a project in Ubud and when that finished he got a job on this

Fig 2.ll Mobile Food Hawker
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Project and arranged for others from his village to join him. They had workod for a
month on the site but had not yet boen paid and tho project had run out of money.
They had no money to go anywhere else, no mcans for extracting money out of the
owner and no option but to remain in what accomrnodation they have, scavenging what
food they can until something comes along. I had only a few cigarettes and enough
money for a kilo of rico to givo them and I wonderod where their next money would
come from,

Such people now constitute a small minority in Ubud, classified officially as

temporary residents but are in many cases semi-pennanent. According to the records

of the neighbourhood heads (klian banjar) there were in mid 1996, some 723

registered temporary residents in Kelurahan Ubud. Of these 504 live in the two

neighbourhoods, IJbud Klod and Padangtegal Klod in which tourist development is

most advanced. The vast majority of these are young single people working in the

tourist industry while in other neighbourhoods they tend to be families. The

registered temporary residents come from all over Bali, predominantly from areas

without tourism or other economic development offering employment. A minority

come from East Java and I-ombok22.

Although few in numbers the newcomers are highly visible and are viewed

with mixed feelings by Ubud indigenes. There are parts of Bali with long traditions

of ethnic heterogeneity (see Barth 1993:11), but the inland villages of south-central

Bali have no such tradition and no institutionalised way of dealing with immigrants

who are not Balinese. Balinese who stay long enough inevitably become members,

sooner or later, of the institutions of local community in which they live. But

membership in these presupposes religious as well as social, economic and political

dimensions of participation. It also presupposes a state of marriage. Non-Balinese

. .o,. Olce again.the approximat,ion of these figures reflect a prevailingstatistical anarchy in which each headman collects, classifies atrd r"cords theinformat'ion in his- own way. The best-kept and most convincingl figr-r-e; ;;;from the neighbourhoods with the ,Iargest 
-poputations or tempoi"ary iesidentsfor whom the feee paid are a not insignificaht source of revenue. ubud Kl-odin particurar has developed_e.qyile lophisticated system involving printeastationery and a part-time offiCiaf who-himself came io ttre neighbourhood asa temporary resident.
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and single people cannot therefore generally become full members of either banjar

(neighbourhood) or desa (vrllage)ts.

The existence of a sizeable pool of people, particularly young men, not

integrated into the traditional system of mutual responsibility, accountability and

social control is seen, by conservative citiznns of Ubud, as a potential source of
problems. These range from a generalised threat to the image of modernised

reqpectability they are trying to project in the world of tourism to accusations of
petty crime and pollution of sacrpd space. These concerns however divert attention

from their very cause: the creation of a new underclass of people with access to

neither the resources of the old economy such as village land, nor the new ones of

capital or tourism knowledge.

From Subsistence to Consumption.

Somebody bought a refrigerator and an ice-making box, and then somebody else did,
and then one villager boug&t his own private television, and the very next day the
prince also bought his own private television, and the race was on.

@arling 1992:98)

The opening up, both intellectual and economic, of Llbud to the world, the

increasing monetarisation of local exchange, the advent of discretionary incomes and

the shift from subsistence production have combined to make possible and indeed

necessary a consumer mode of economic on a much wider scale than before. Tb

market for essential goods expanded and one for luxury goods began. Existing

retail outlets such as market stalls, werung, and the few shops (toko) began to

increase their stocks, people travelled to Denpasar to shop and new businesses

sprang up in Ubud to meet the demand.

There are in fact various local arranstements providing for single(Balinese) males and females to team up with partners of the opposite sex ior
purposes.of membership. Some banjar also have special membership status(banjar jstemelsa) for non-Hindus but these are desigrned for exceptional cases
rather ttran for mass immigration.
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This new consumption was initially of commodities such as clothing and

footwear, school requisites and household utensils. With the arrival of electricity in

1979, radios and later TV sets became popular. Bicycles had been the luxury item

par excellence since the colonial era but during the 1980s these were began to be

replaced with small Japanese motorcycles. Recently the more affluent are showing

a preference for cars.

Table 2.8 Ownership of Consumer Goods
Kelurahan Ubud. 1984 - 1995.

year Number 6f rrnifg

Motor
bikes Cars

Source

Ubud 1984
Statq Ubud 1989
Stats Ubud 1990
Stats LJbud 1991

Data PP Gianyar 1995

1984
1989
1990
L99t
1995

TV Phone

r75 3

365 6

538 38
815

329 2l
482 36
486 35
49t 37
615 58

Radio

889
1258

1278
1315

Sources: as shown.

These figures show a consistent pattern of increase but not as dramatic as

qualitative observation would suggest. Much higher figures quoted in the booklet

prepared for the 1990 Iomba Desa (tlbud 1990) confirm my own impression that

actual figures may be higher than official ones which presumably reflect units

licensed within the area only. There is reason to suqpect thatasignificantproportion

of TVs and radios may be unlicensed and that a significant number of the cars and

motorcycles on Ubud streets may be licensed outside tlbud.

Kelas Menengah Baru: The new middle class

one old quarter of town that had always been known as Abian cheleng (pig Fields)
prospered so quickly that its residents decidod to change its narne to Tumbensugih
which is Balinese for Nouveau Riche.
@arling 1992:100)
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There are now a number of families in Ubud whose incomes are derived

entirely from tourism and other non-agricultural sources, who purchase the

necessities of life ready-made rather than producing them, who can afford and have

cultivated a taste for non-local consumer luxuries rangrng from imported cigarettes

to vintage motor vehicles and whose outlook, aspirations and economic enterprises

are increasingly cosmopolitan rather than local. Although not clearly differentiated

either from those whose lives are more locally, agriculturally, traditionally based or

by traditional indices of inequality, they are discernible as a class with identifiable

economic interests and cultural ideas.

The emergence of new middle classes independent of both the agricultural

economy and traditional patterns of inequality has been a significant development

throughout Southeast Asia as economies have grown and diversified and Ubud is no

exception to this pattern (Kahn 1991). Members of this class are assuming

increasingly influential positions in local decision-making structures and their ideas

and economic practices are assuming increasing authority over the course of

development in Ubud (see Ch.3).

Labour and land.

As well as the changes in the deployment of labour, the other main resource

of the old economy, land has undergone an even greater revolution. Balinese land-

tenure arrangements are based upon notions of its ultimate "ownership" by the gods

and the assignment of use-rights to certain groups and individuals in exchange for

ritual obligations to those gods (Ilobart et al 1996:49-56, Suasthawa L987:40-42,

Warren 1993:38-42). For the present purpose it is sufficient to understand the broad

pattern of ownership and use of agricultural land.

In the district (kabupaten) of Gianyar immediately before the tourism boom,

7l% of farmers worked their own land exclusively, while the remaining 29%

worked at least partly as tenants on land owned by others. In terms of acfual land
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area worked the percentages are very similar (Stats Gianyar 1967). This figure

includes a significant upland area where dry fields were owned by small-holders.

In the Ubud area, where various Puri were major landlords, theproportion of owner-

operated land would have been much smaller. These figures were published during,

and presumably reflect the early stages of a comprehensive land-reform programme

in which large amounts of farmland were redistributed among small farmers.

In 1985 the members of the farmers irrigation co-operatives (subak) closest

to Ubud consisted of 7l owner-farmers and 41 tenant-farmers (Juwuk Manis

1985:48). once again, the present proportions in ubud seem (from my own

observations, enquiries and incomplete statistics) lower than this with more tenant

farmers than owner-farmers. The ratio of owner-farmers to tenant-farmers in two

neighbourhoods in central ubud in which I have conducted enquiries are as low as

12:15 and even 6:46. In some more peripheral neighbourhoods however the ratios

are higher, e.g. 100:50 and 50:10. While the statistical evidence suggests quite

varied pafferns of ownership and tenancy, it is my distinct impression and that of
local general opinion that relatively few Llbud farmers work their own land and that

a large proportion of prime land is owned by relatively few large landowners.

There are historical reasons for this pattern of land-tenure which will be

discussed in more detail in Chapters 6 and 7. For the moment suffice it to say that

the pattern of land landownership is characterised by significant inequalities and by

an overall scarcity which has been exacerbated by population growth since the early

part of the twentieth century @oley 1987:65,Fig.3.1). While land-reform and birth-

control may have, since the 1960s mitigated the basic demographic equation of
increasing demand for land, the political-economy of land was by this time changing

in ways more complex than merely changing relations of agricultural production.
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Commodification of land.

My daughter ... said something to me last week which makes me pray for a heart
attack... She said to me 'Father, you know you could get a lot of money for those
ricefields near the Ayung River.' I said to her 'What would I do with a lot of money?
And what would my grandchildren do without ricefields?' The silly woman said to me
'Oh, but your grandson, if he had a minivan he could make so much money.' Always
money. Can you understand this... She speaks of rice fields and minivans in the same
sentence. @arling 1992:8)

Since the 1960s a number of factors have combined to radically change the

relationship between people and land in Llbud. The development of tourism created

a new demand for land for non-agdcultural uses. The early tourist facilities were

established within existing residential premises but soon spread to the streetsides in

front of houses and the gardens behind them. The growth of the 1980s soon

outstripped the land available in this way and the profits to be made from tourism

induced farmers to consider converting or selling ricefields for tourism purposes.

Links between land, community and local and ancestral deities traditionally

discourage its transfer outside families or conversion to non-agricultural uses (see

Ch.5). In Ubud however mitigating circumstances were used to justf economic

imperatives. Ricefields are graded according to a number of variables of which

slope and quality of water supply are among the more important. At the lower end

of the scale iue fields irrigated by waste water from upstream fields.

The parts of llbud uphill of the (east-west) main road border onto the

downstream end of a large area of ricefields. Some of these fields were of such

marginal quality that converting them to other uses was not a great problem and

created a new boundary against the newly "worst" fields. By this process, aided by

an ever-lessening supply of water, the boundary of the built-up area has edged

uphill. Downhill of the main road the development of the Monkey Forest Road area

referred to above had an even more dramatic effect. By the mid-90s there was little

rice to be seen and the subak was preparing to convert its temple to the goddess of
rice to one for the deity of commerce, a transfer of spirinral ownership

corresponding to its material use.
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This new pattern of land use coincided with and was in fact driven by the

vast (by local standards at least) sums of money which could be and were made

through tourism. Iand became valuable not only for its use as a tool of agricultural

production and for harnessing the agricultural labour of others, but as an essential

resource for enterprise in the monetarised field of tourism, that is as capital. The

need for transferability of such capltat required that it also be convertible into cash.

As the economy became increasingly monetarised, land became both capital and

commodity.

The transferability of land depended also on the removal of socio-legal

impediments to its treatment as a commodity. Traditional land-tenure systems in
Bali are complex and stress rights of use rather than rights of diqposal of various

categories of land. Nineteenth century warfare transferred nominal jurisdiction and

taxation rights over large areas from one nrler to another but tended to leave local

use-rights (and obligations) in place. The Dutch took over the taxation system and

began a system of registration of land which was primarily for taxation purposes but

also facilitated the use of land as security for loans and confiscation of land for
default on both loans and taxes. Changes by the Indonesian government have further
freed land from the constraints of local customary law (adat) and current policy is
to transfer all classes of land into an international-style system of fully individualised

and transferable titles.

As in Kuta (Ifussey 1989:317) these changes have led to a revolution in local

thinking and practice to do with land. V/hat was only a generation ago an inherited

and relatively inalienable foundation of agricultural subsistence has become

commercial capital and exchangeable commodity. While agricultural land has long

been exchanged between local peopte in a limited way at prices reflecting its rice-

growing potential, there is now a real estate market in which prices reflect the values

of the tourism industry rather than agricultural priorities.
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The Real-estate market

Until recently there were no records of land prices in Ubud. Taxation was

based upon productivity rather than exchange-value and many land transactions were

made informally. What few records there are of transactions do not usually include

the prices paid. One particularly diligent land-tax official (sedalwn) in the area did

however record the prices paid in a number of transactions during the immediatepre-

tourism era.

Table 2.9 I-and (ricefield) Transactions.
Pasedahan Wos Kajanan. L949-1971.

Year Subak Irnd Area
Class (aro)

Price
(Rp.x1000)

Rate
Rp.x1flD/are

1949 Mn**t

1951 Juwukmanis
1953 Mawang

tl

1956 ',

1957 Bungkuan
1959 Kacangbubuan

Bungkuan

1960 Kemenuh
Junukmanis

Malrang

196l Mawang
1962 Kemenuh
1964 Kacangbubuan

"T*
tr

Umadesa

1965 Juwukmanis
Bungliuan

1968 Bungkuan
l97l Umadesa

r33
t7

0.1
0.062
0.5
0.062
o.062
0.15
0.333
0.3
0.2
0.938
1.0
0.7
o.625
2.5
0.488
0.3
0.3
0.E
1.0
1.0
t.r4
1.2
l.M7
t.02
1.59
0.5
2.O

3.83
3.4r

tr
m

m
u
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr
tr

I
tr
tr

tr
tr
tr
I
I
I

T

25
26
24
28
31

22
5l
26
3l
t6
t9
25
32
24
4l
38
L5

43
25

20
48
25
30
20
22
23
42

2.5
1.6t2

12.0
1.736
1.922
3.30
t7.0
7.8
6.2

15.0
19.0
17.5
20.0
60.0
20.0
tL.4
4.5

34.4
25.0
20.0
55.0
30.0
32.0
2r.0
35.0
11.5
84.0

Currency conversion: 1000 old Rupiah : 1 new Rupiah
126.5
s7.94

Source: Records of Pasedahan Wos Kajanan.
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The most obvious pattern here is of steady but gradual increase of prices from

a low of Rp.62lare n 1949 to around Rp.l}}}/are in the mid 1960s followed by a

sudden jump to a high of Rp.3830lare by the end of the decade. Pre-jump prices

reflected the agricultural productivity of the land involvedz. Even the latter jump

is too early to reflect the direct effect of tourism in lIbud but it probably reflects a

more general commoditisation of land post-land reform and in the new economic

climate of early tourism development in Bali. The main variations to this pattern

correqpond to class of land, which reflects potential productivity which corresponds

roughly (and inversely) to gradient and to subak which reflect the location in relation

to water supply and the relative prosperity of the local communities.

There are several anomalous figures however, all in Juwukmanis, one of the

subak closest to central Ubud. Its location and long-standing reputation as a well-

organised and productive subak suggest relatively high land values. The rates of
Rp.500/are in 1951 and Rp.2500/are in 1960 however are way above the averages

for their reqpective times and that of Rp.500/are in 1965 is unusually low. These

may in part be explained by the respective classes of the land involved, which is not

shown in my figures from Juwukmanis but there are undoubtedly other factors about

which I can only make educated guesses.

The two expensive sales were made by the same person, a prince (col<orda'S

of Puri Peliatan who also sold the 22 are in Umadesa n lg& at the fairly expensive

rate of l.S9lare. The cheap one, and another in 1960 at a fairly low price of
Rp.625lare by another col<orda from Puri Ubud. These cheap ones, both made

during the landreform period, could well be nominal "sales" to relatives or tnrsted

retainers by a man who, although not himself listed as a major landlord, was a

member of a landlord family who may at this time have wished to divest themselves

of excess land before it was taken by the government. The expensive ones, the first
long before landreform, the latter two within it, are harder to explain. Most of the

Prices in the early
for payment of compensation of
lost income-

l-960s approximate rates used by the government
former landlords which were supposed to reflect
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sales made by this man were to other purt members and I am inclined to speculiate

that the prices paid were either disguised gifts or covered the transfer of other assets,

possibly land not registered, which he wished to keep hidden.

Several things are clear from these records. Firstly that (at least agricultural)

land did change hands regularly in the pre-tourism period. Secondly that there was

a pattern of gradual increase in market value, following but by no means equalling

general inflation during this period. Thirdly that prices tended generally to reflect a

range of values associated with the agricultural productivity of the land involved.

Fourthly that land close to Ubud appeared to be marginally but not geatly more

valuable than land more remote from Ubud. Fifthly and finally, that there was a

class of large landlords and that these people did engage in complex land transfers

for reasons not necessarily associated with agricultural productivity. During the

1970s this pattern began to change as prices became detached from the agricultural

economy and attached to the tourism potential of land.

I could find no records of transaction prices during the following twenty years

beyond anecdotal accounts of a pattern of steady inflation of land values which

accelerated rapidly in the late 1980s. Figures collected by Carol Warren in a nearby

village which forms part of the wider Ubud tourism zone supplement my figures and

confirm this pattern.
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Table 2.10 Prices of Ricefields and Rice.
Ubud tourism zone. l97l - 1990

Yoar Price per are
(Rp.x1000)

Price of Rice. Rice/I-and Ratio
(Rp./kg.) kg./aro

t97t
1980
1981

1982
1983
1985

1986

1988
1989
1990

I99l
1993
1996

40
238
198t2552s

221
22542526
4t0
472
500-600
700
500

1000
1000

7.7
200
300 - 500

250
300 - 700

4,000 - 15,000
- 125,000

15,000 - 50,000
10,000 - 30,000

192.5
840.3
1t76.5 - 1960.8

609.8
635.6 - 1483.1

15,000 - 50,0fi)
10,000 - 30,000

Source: Fieldnotes 1993-96, stats ubud lgl2,3, Ubud 1990, mrt"o terl, epp""aix e

I-and prices expressed in thousands of rupiah in the 1970s became hundreds

of thousands in the 1980s and millions in the 1990s. The high figure for 1991

represents one informant's claim that prices peaked at unrealistically high levels

following the massive tourism growth of the previous year before levelling out. Just

before I left tlbud in September 1996, a landowner in Monkey Forest Rd. boasted

to me that his land there was worth Rp.200 million per are, a figure often cited in
relation to prime tourism land in Kuta where a similar pattern of inflation occurred

a few years earlier (tlussey 1989:317).

While land values rose during this period to over 6000 times thek l97l level,

the price of rice rose by a factor of only 25. While less than 200 kg. of rice would

buy an are of land in 1971, by 1996 it required at least 10,000 kg. Although these

figures refer nominally to agricultural land they clearly no longer bear any relation

to the agricultural productivity of the land but reflect its new valuation as a tourism

resource and the fact that it is sold not on a local market but publicly on an

"' Th" lower figure represents a statistic published at local (Ubud) level, the higher one at a more
regional one.

to. This range reflects both the difforence between quality grades and fluctuations during the year.
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Indonesian one, and effectively on the world market through sales to foreigners

disguised as sales to their local partners 27.

This new basis of land value is now recognised in government land

valuations. ln 1992 the government published a new schedule of rates for the tax

on land and buildings @ajak Bumi dan Bangunan, hereafter PBB) which is based

upon a classification of assessed market values. The value of land fronting the two

main tourism streets of shops, restaurants and hotels in Ubud was assessed at

Rp.16.3 millnonlare. In secondary parts of the tourism area, mixed streets of

houses, homestays and occasional small shops and restaurants it ranges from Rp.8.2

million down to Rp.3.6 million, and in the neighbourhoods still predominantly

residential, W.2.7 million/are. The little agricultural land remaining in Ubud was

valued at Rp.715,Mlare and in surrounding areas at Rp.500.000.

Productivity of ricefields also increased during this period but only by a factor negligible in
relation to the scale ofthe increase in land-values.
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Table 2.11 Government Valuations of Land.
Ubud and surrounding areu. 1992.

Village Location Market Value
Rp.x1000/are

Class.

Peulu
Tampaksiring
Payangan
Pejeng

Tegallalang
Pujung
ol3r*

Batubulan

Celuk
Sanggingan
Penestanan

Lungsiakan
Kedewaan

Sayan

Bunutin
Ubud

Puu

Main street
Other
main road
agricultural areas

T'*]
hotel zone
agricultural areas

Br. Kutoh
Br. Baung

Main Road
Monkey Forest Rd.
Main Padangtegal Rd.
Road to north
Jl. Sriwedari, Karna
Sugriwa, Bisma, Kajeng
Br. UbudKlod, Kaja,
Padangtegal Klod, Kaja
Taman Klod, Kaja
Sambahan, Jungjungan
Agricultural land
Ubud, Padangtegal

Mas-Peliatan Rd.
Ubud-Gianyar Rd.
Petulu,Andong Rd
Residential areas

7t5.0
1,400.0
1,400.0
1,fi)O.0
1,000.0
1,000.0

10,300.0
2,700-8,200

10,300.0
350.0

10,300.0
10,300.0
8,200.0
6,400.0
6,400.0
3,600.0

350.0
3,600.0
3,600.0
3,600.0

16,000.0
16,fi)o.0
8,200.0
6,400.0

3,600.0

38
36
36

37
37

37
29
34-30
29
40
29
29
30
3l
31

33
&
33

33

33
27
27
30
31

32

Peliatan

It

Taman, Sambahan, Jngingn 500.0

2,7W.0

715.0

10,300.0
4,800.0
4,800.0
3,600.0

34

38
39
29
32
32

33

40Agricultural land 350.0

Source: Klasifikasi Atas Bumi dan Tarip Pajak Bumi dan Bangunan. Surat Kepunrsan Kepala Kantor
wilayah. Dinas Pendapatan Daerah ringkat II, Gianyar. 14 March 1992.

These figures are, like any official valuation, not necessarily an accurate

reflection of actual market values. They appear in fact to correspond with more
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regularity to the lower end of the actual market range. They also illustrate

dramatically the relative evaluation of land for agricultural and commercial purposes

which in turn reflect the growing gap between the livings to be made in the two

sectors. It has become something of a self-deprecating joke among Ubud farmers

that they would be better off stopping work, selling their land, banking the money

and living off the interest than by growing rice on it.

The (dis)Economy of Faming.

Are these farmers really joking? A typicd small-holding of say 20 are if sold

might realise Rp.100 million, which if banked at current interest rates of alound

25% per annum would accnre interest of Rp.25 million. The use of say Rp.5

million of this would provide a monthly income equivalent to that of a mid-range

public servant while leaving a capital growth of 20% which is well in excess of

current inflation rates of 10%-15%, wlile leaving time for other employment or

business.

Growing rice on the same land might, given good weather, plenty of water

and no diseases, realise a crop of some 750kg. After the contract harvesters took

their one-eighth shale this leaves 656 kg. which at 1996 rates of Rp.1000/kg. is

worth Rp.656,000. When the costs of ploughing (Rp.20,000), seed (Rp.3,000),

fertiliser (Rp.17,000), pesticide (Rp.10,000?) and milling (Rp.50,000) are deducted

this leaves a return of Rp.556,000 for four months of part-time work. TWo and a

half such crops in a year would realise an annual return of Rp.1,39 million, about

half the income of a low-ranking civil servant or enough rice to feed a small family.
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The gross inequity of this comparison renders insignificant hairs which might

fiustifiably) be qplit over the precision of my figures28 and is compounded by the

contrast between the hard dirty work involved in farming and the clean hands and

clothes of the tourism entrepreneurs and employees. The socio/cultural downgrading

of the status of farming, especially among the younger generation reflects all of these

factors. The obvious conclusions which may be drawn from this are not lost on the

owners of Ubud ricefields, many of whom have sold at least paft of their land to

obtain the capital to establish themselves in tourism enterprises.

A study of ex-farmers who had sold their land in Kuta at tourist-industry

prices cites the high price of land and the poor returns from farming as the main

reasons for selling and concludes that the majority have re-invested the money in
productive ways and are better offthan before (Suka et.al. 1991). This appears to

be generally tnre also in Ubud but there are stories also of families reduced to

unprecedented levels of landless poverty by ill-advised land sales and misuse of the

proceeds.

A common pattern in the transition from agriculture to commerce is the sale

of part of ones land-holdings to establish businesses while remaining part-time

farmers, deriving their cash incomes from much more profitable tourism and their

families' staple food from their fields which, if they have insufficient time they work

partly with hired labour or tenants. These part-time farmers are farmers by choice:

a choice made possible by the historical circumstance of owning land. Others farm

for the opposite reason: lack of choice resulting from not owning land.

For those who neither own land nor have any of the other material or cultural

resources necessary to enter the tourist industry, tenant-farming or wage-labouring

are the only ways available for making a living. Incomes from tenant-farming are

at best (depending upon the crop-sharing iurangement used) 50% of that quoted

Fow farmers seem to record inputs and outputs carefully let alono calculate the relationship
between them. Figuros for harvest yields and costs obtainod from farmers tendod to be estimated and
expressed in idiosyncratic forms and to vary according to obvious factors such as weather, water supply
and posts as well as others which remain obscure to me. My starting point, a yield of .75 tonne from 20
are is a little above the average for Ubud in 1995 @appeda 1995:Tabel 2.2.1) but this figure ropresonted
a good harvest of a high-yielding variety by an experienced farmer on good land in a good season.
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above. Wage labouring rates vary from Rp.5000-7000 for men on building sites to

Rp.3000 for women carrying loads or in the rice-fields.

While there is obviously a wholesale sffi of labour and conversion of land

from agriculture to tourism-related commerce, the relations of agricultural production

and the aniculation between different sectors of the economy arc complex.

Individuals negotiate these in a variety of ways perhaps best illustrated by some

examples.

Five Farmers.

PW - tonant-farmer extraordinaire and virtuoso of traditional tochnolow.

I would always know when PW had arrived fron tho dull thud of falling
coconuts. I would go outside and look around the treetops and there he would be, ten
metres above the ground, his foet clamped around the trunk and holding on with one
hand while using the other to cut down ripe nuts or young leaves. Ho usod to turn up
regularly at the house we rentod in ubud to harvest coconuts or bamboo and perform
minor maintenance tasks, and I would sometimes help him plant or harvost rice. Ho
has liftle formal education, speaks licle Indonesian and reads lesfe but is multi-skilled
in the tecbnologies of the pre-tourism economy and has the confidence and relaxod
good-humour of a man at home in his olement. At an ago approaching fifty years he
is as fit and strong as many half his age and he moves with an easy grace which belie
his tattered shorts and T-shirt. He is one of the few people (and even fewer men) I
know in central Ubud who lives largely in tho agricultural economy.

He is the oldest of five brothors sharing a heroditary houseyard. For some
realrotr one of the othors inheritod their father's authority as head of the housoyard but
none of them inherited ricefields. Apart from sharing the ancestral land and temple,
each housohold supports itself independently. PW's primary occupation is farning
which he has been doing since he was a boy and ho is now head,(peluseh) of the subak
in which he works. He works three plots, two of tlirtyfive are each on a 5Ol5O (not dtt)
basis, genorally using the produco of one to provide the staple food of tho household
and selling the other for cash. Ho also works a small plot of twelve are allached ta the
subak temple (dugA part of the produce of which is used for subak ceremonies, the
balance being a kind of payment for his sorvicos as pelcaseh.

Managing this area involves intense periods of activity, at harvest, preparation
and planting times but still leaves poriods of weeks at a time when his main activiry is
nocturnal patrolling of the water supply. He also has a small flock of ducks which he
rotales around his own fields and those of othors at suitable stagos in tho growing cycle.
During slack times he hires out his servicos to noighbours who are 0oo busy or

incompetent to porform the tasks involved.

tt. The fust and proforred language of almost everyone in Ubud is Balineso but Indonesian is the
language of education, government and mass media and nost peoplo born sinco Independence (1947) are
reasonably fluent in it.
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A lot of this work is for one family with whom ho has inhorited from his
father a client/patron relationship which now takes the form of mutually preferential
employment and cash wages. Whenever members of this family, most of whom are
employed in tourism, have ceremonies to perform or houses to repair, PW can be found
there, slaughtoring sacrificial enimals or working his material magic with coconuts and
bamboo. He also takes on other menial tasks for which most Ubud households profer
to use hired labour, a recent specialty being the oxcavation ofdeep pits for now toilots.

His wife's skills are similafly limited to tle traditional sector. She manages
the household and assists him in the fields. Both are well aware of the timitations of
their own position in the economy and are concerned that their children have better
education and opportunitios than themselves. Their fwo younger children are still at
school but the two elder ones are working. The girl works in a restaurant several
kilometres away and hor income and some of her father's go to paying offa motorcycle
she uses to get to work. The boy, despite the handicaps of impaired hearing and
speech, has inherited his fathers tasto and talont for hard work and is in constant
demand for semi-skilled Iabour as well as assisting his father in the fields.

While PW lives apparently in a pre-tourism world of ricefields, bamboo
technolory and ritual related to this world but his household economy is supportod
partly by cash derived more and less directly from the tourism sector and his major
expenditures go to the national school system and a bank who have paid, on his behalf
for the import of a Japanese motorcycle.

PT - elegant anachronism

I got to know T through a local temple where he was one of a small group
@emal<saan) responsible for its maintenance. When I passed by in the syenings he
would be there, tall, dark and handsome, his sarong old but of wonderful rich pattern
and his shirt always olegant even if tattered, sweeping and burning rubbish, talking with
ueighbours or simply sitting enjoying the night. Unlike most men he is little inclined
to gambling and he enjoys the company of foreignors so we would often talk about
whatever was on our minds. Occasionally we would retire to his house to drink the rice
wrne (brem) his wife makes.

Despite his fluency in lndonesian and familiarity with foreigners, PT. chooses
to avoid the world of tourism and commerco and to spend his days in the fields. Any
similariSy with PW ends here however as his different positioning and difforent
aspirations lead to a quite dffierent mode of operation in this econony. He owns 28
are of good quality rice-land close to llbud. This land was formerly owned by Puri
Peliatan and he inheritod his father's right to work it for the 1/4 harvest share
customary at the time. At the time of land-reform PT had the opportunity to acquire
this land f61 a l6minsl fee to the govenrment as well as an unofficial one ta the puri,
some of which was paid in pigs and coconuts.

Unlike the vast majority of farmers who plant "improved" rice varieties
developed during the green revolution for thoir shorter growing cycle and higher yields,
PT is one of a handful of reactionaries who persist wrth cicih, an older variet;r do*.
and more difficult to grow, lower yielding and requiring more labour to harvest. pT
prefers it for reasons best described as aesthetic: its acknowledged superior flavour, the
less hurried work rhythns involved in growing it and the sheer pleasure of seeing its
tqll and elegant plants swaying in the aftenroon breeze.

His twentyeight are provide most of his family's staple food without a
particularly demanding work schedule. Unlike PW however, he does not seek out other
employnent. He did for a while work in the laundry of a hotel near his fiolds but he
prefers now to spend his time in the unhurried world of the ricefields, resting, visiting
friends and when he feels so inclined cutting alang-alang (gents imperata), a grass
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which grows spontaneously as first-stage regonoration and is used for roof thatching.
Its price is increasing as the vacant land from which it is traditionally harvosted
decreases in area and a roasonable income of about Rp.7000 per day can be made by
cutring and delivoring it to thatch manufacturers.

His wife, long resigned to PT's leisurely lifestyle and habitual absence from
the household, zupplemonts their income with home production of traditional
commodities such as sweets (iojan) and offerings (banten) for sale at the narket. His
house remains innocent of tho ravages of oither rampant modernisation or routine
maintenance. He represents an extreme end of the spectrum, not uncommon among
older poople but rare arnong his generation: a man without especial oconomic or
intellectual handicap who is satisfied with the material life of an earlior ora and is
simply indifferent to either the opportunities or tho d'ngers of the now economic order.
His children will not have the opportunity of such choice: they rocoive lirle

encouragement to study and tle elder ones have left school oarly and work
intermicently at tho lower end of the tourisn food-chain.

R - an innovative part-time farmer

R is about thirt5r, reserved but friendly and confidont. He works in the
mornings as brealdast zupervisor at one of the star-class hotels in Kedewafan and farms
in the aftornoons. His fathor K is a dignified old gontleman whose bearing and manner
betray his yearc as an arny officer and former head of his banjar where ho is
remembered as a man who got things done. They own and work 6l are which K's
fatler bought as well as}O are in anothor.vnba,t which was given to their family by the
puri after a woman of the family wet-nursed a puri baby.

They plant IR64, the most comrnonly used 'improved' variety but R likes also
to experiment with diversification. He is planting coconut troes around some of thoir
less productive sloping fields and has also converted one such field to a fish pond.
They both have adequate incomes but seem to enjoy farming as & source ofhousehold
food as well as extra income.

KW - merchant farmor.

KW is a man of wiry body and somewhat untamed demeanour given neithor
to the old-worldly courtesies customary to his aristocratic lineage nor the priestly piety
of both his father and his son. Now in his late 40s he still has the rostless energr and
feline languor I see in his other son and my most onduring momory of him is striding
shirtloss out of his wifo's sprawlingrlarung in the late afternoon, kicking one of his
unnuffled notorbikes into life and roaring off up a narrow lane to wash in the river.
Appearances notwithstanding ho is an astute businessman and a diligent farmer.

He has two plots of around 20 are each rn adjacont subak in central Ubud each
of which he plants dternately with IR64 and cicih. The latter he grows for its taste and
reliability and uses it for housohold consumption. The former, for sale is chosen for
ease of growing and high yield. Bocause he know I was intercsted n cicih I did on ono
occasion manage to buy a sack of it frsp him but his wifo's instinct for business order
scutled subsequent attempts. Her family are well-known for their mercantile prowess

. and I suspect that it was through partnership with them that K acquired his fields.
Although astute business people thoy have limited thoir activitios to traditional

forms of trade and have profited indirectly from the tourism money their customers
spend. Both their sons are at university and work in the family business. K enjoys
farming and balances the priorities of household consumption and profit.
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